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ABSTRACT 
Routing and wavelength assignment algorithms play a key role in improving the 
performance of wavelength-routed, wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) all-optical 
networks. We study networks with dynamic wavelength routing and develop accurate 
analytical models for evaluating the blocking performance under dynamic input traffic 
in different topologies. We also develop algorithms with linear complexity to optimally 
place a given number of wavelength converters on a path of a network. Finally we 
consider the effect of multiple fibers on WDM networks without wavelength conversion. 
We develop analytical models for evaluating the blocking performance of multifiber net­
works. The number of fibers required to provide high performance in multifiber networks 
with different routing algorithms is also studied. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Computer and communicatioa networks have changed the world dramatically in the 
20th century, and will continue to do so in the future. Two major networks of networks, 
the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and the Internet, exist today. The PSTN 
is based on circuit switches that provide a very high quality of service for large-scale, 
advanced voice services. The PSTN is a low-delay, fixed-bandwidth network of networks. 
The Internet is based mainly on packet switches that provide very flexible data services, 
for example, e-mail and access to the World Wide Web. .At the same time, however, 
it is a variable-delay, variable-bandwidth network that provides no guarantee on the 
quality of service (QoS). Internet traffic volumes continue to grow exponentially. .\ 
conservative estimate of Internet traffic growth is that it is doubling every 6 months. 
Current predictions indicate that data traffic principally made up of the Internet will 
exceed voice traffic in North America in the year 2001 [I]. As data traffic surpasses 
voice traffic, and as it becomes possible to provide high levels of QoS on packet networks 
- particularly for voice and other real-time services - it will be desirable to converge 
the multiple networks around a single packet-based core network [2]. The electronic-
switched, connection-oriented network of the past 125 years will be replaced by a packet-
switched IP network [3]. 
1.1 Next-Generation Network Architecture 
Different networks, e.g., PSTN, IP, ATM, and Sonet/SDH, exist today. However, it is 
likely that the existing networks will converge to share a common high-level architecture 
in the next-generation networks, as shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 A next-generation network architecture. 
The application signals have widely varied characteristics, e.g., signal format and 
transmission speed. To transport the varied application signals on the optical transport 
network, a network service layer is needed to map the signals to optical channel signals 
along with associated "overhead" to assure proper networking functions. This layer will 
capture today's IP and ATM capabilities with statistical multiplexing and QoS guaran­
tee. New protocols such as multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), resource reservation 
protocol (RSVP), and differentiated services (DiffServ) will likely play a major role to 
support the required QoS across a wide set of applications. The network service layer 
relies entirely on the transport layer for the delivery of multi-gigabit bandwidth where 
and when it is needed to connect to their peers. 
The optical transport layer delivers managed multi-gigabit bandwidth and provides 
highly reliable, wavelength-level network interfaces to the service platforms. It has ad­
vanced features such as optical channel routing and switching and supports flexible, 
scalable, and reliable transport of a wide variety of client signals at ultra-high speed. 
This next-generation network will dramatically increase, and maximally share, back­
bone network infrastructure capacity and provide sophisticated service differentiation 
for emerging data applications. Transport networking enables the service layer to oper­
ate more effectively, freeing them from constraints of physical topology to focus on the 
suflBciently large challenge of meeting service requirements [4]. The design and operation 
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of optical transport networks are the focuses of this dissertation. 
1.2 Research Issues in Optical lYansport Networks 
Over the past two decades, optical fibers have revolutionized the communications 
industry. Reseajchers have been driven by a vision of accessing a larger fraction of 
the approximately 50-THz theoretical information bandwidth of a single-mode fiber. 
A natural approach to utilize the fiber bandwidth efficiently is to partition the usable 
bandwidth into non-overlapping wavelength band. Each wavelength, operating at several 
gigabits per second, is used at the electronic speed of the end-users. This mechanism is 
called wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [5], and is the most promising candidate 
for improving fiber bandwidth utilization in future optical networks. The research, 
development, and deployment of WDM technology axe now evolving at a rapid pace to 
fulfill the increasing bandwidth requirement and deploy new network services. 
1.2.1 Wavelength-Routed WDM Networks 
With the advancement of optical technologies, a wide variety of optical components 
of building WDM networks have been developed, such as wide-band optical amplifiers 
(OAs), optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) and optical cross-connects (OXCs). It 
becomes possible to route data to their respective destinations based on their wave­
lengths. The use of wavelength to route data is referred to as wavelength routing, and a 
network which employs this technique is known as a wavelength-routed network [6]. In 
such networks, each connection between a pair of nodes is assigned a path through the 
network and a wavelength on that path such that connections whose paths share a com­
mon link in the network are assigned different wavelengths. The optical communication 
path between two nodes is cailed a lightpath. All-optical networks employing wavelength-
division multiplexing and wavelength routing are a viable solution for future wide-area 
networks (WANs) and metropolitan-area networks (MANs). These wavelength-routed 
WDM networks offer the advantages of protocol transparency and simplified manage­
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ment and processing compared to routing in telecommunications systems using digital 
cross-connects [7]. 
The research issues in WDM networks can be broadly classified into two categories: 
network design and network operation. The network design problem is generally an 
optimization problem [8, 9]. The inputs to the problem are a static traffic demand, 
a general network topology, and some specific requirements, e.g., network reliability 
and/or restoration time. The objective of the optimization problem could be minimiz­
ing the resources, including the number of wavelengths, the number of fibers, or the 
number of cross-connect ports, to meet the requirements. The outputs may include the 
network configuration, and the route and wavelength for each source-destination pair. 
The network design problem can be formulated as an integer liner programming (ILP) 
or mixed integer liner programming (MILP) problem. Since the number of variables and 
constraints can be very large in WDM networks, heuristics are usually used to find fast 
solutions. 
After a network is built, one critical problem is how to operate the network such 
that the network performance is optimized under dynamic traffic. The traffic intensity 
of the dynamic traffic is usually known while the individual demands arrive and depart 
randomly. Since network resources are typically not sufficient enough to guarantee that 
every dynamic demand can be accommodated in the network, the average blocking prob­
ability for a given utilization is one of the metrics to measure the network performance. 
Some other metrics include control overhead and algorithm complexity. 
In a wavelength-routed WDM network, the path of a signal is determined by the 
location of the signal transmitter, the wavelength on which it is transmitted, and the 
state of the network devices. An example of such a network with 2 wavelengths on 
each link is shown in Figure 1.2. There are two sessions that are in progress, one from 
node 1 to node 2 using wavelength Ai, another from node 2 to node 3 using wavelength 
A2. A connection request from node 1 to node 3 has to be blocked, although free 
wavelengths are available on both link 1 and link 2. This is because of the wavelength 
continuity constraint, that is, the same wavelength must be assigned to a connection on 
-5 
m 5^1 N2 m 
^ X2 
Figure 1.2 A demonstration for the wavelength continuity constraint on a 
two-hop path 
every link on a path if wavelength converters are not available at the switching nodes. 
Connection requests encounters higher blocking probability than it does in electronic-
switched networks because of the wavelength continuity constraint. 
1.2.2 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) Algorithms 
Routing and wavelength assignment algorithms are responsible for selecting a suit­
able route and a wavelength among the many possible choices for establishing a connec­
tion. Good routing and wavelength assignment algorithms are critically important to 
improving the performance of WDM networks. 
Routing algorithms have been extensively studied in telecommunications (circuit-
switched) networks [10] and computer (packet-switched) networks [11]. The routing 
algorithms can be broadly classified into two, namely, static routing and dynamic routing. 
In the static routing, the routes for node-pairs are fixed, i.e., the routes do not change 
with the network status. The static routing typically includes fixed-path routing (FPR) 
tmd alternate path routing (APR). In the dynamic routing, the routes for node-pairs 
axe dynamically selected according to the current network status. .A typical example of 
the dynamic routing is least-congestion routing (LCR). All of these routing algorithms 
were first proposed in circuit-switched networks and have been applied to optical WDM 
networks. 
The fixed-path routing is the simplest among the three algorithms. Many research 
papers on wavelength assignment eilgorithms and analytical models assume fixed-path 
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routing because of its simplicity. However, its simplicity also results in performance 
degradation because only one path is provided for each node-pair. A connection request 
is blocked if no wavelength is available on the path. Alternate path routing, in which 
more than one candidate paths are provided for a connection request, improves the net­
work performance significantly [12,13, 14] compared to the fixed-path routing. However, 
the candidate paths and their orders are predetermined without considering the current 
network status. The performance cannot be further improved with these static routing 
algorithms. The least-congestion routing, which take the current network status into 
account, select the least congested path to establish a connection. The results in [15] 
show that the blocking probability of using least-congestion routing is one to two order 
of magnitude lower than alternate path routing in mesh-torus networks. 
Wavelength assignment problem is a unique problem in WDM networks. Unlike 
in circuit-switched networks, the same wavelength has to be free on all of the links of 
a path for establishing a connection in all-optical WDM networks without wavelength 
conversion. If full-range wavelength converter is available at every node, wavelength 
assignment is a trivial problem. However, the technology of all-optical wavelength con­
version is not mature yet. Wavelength converters are likely to be costly devices in the 
neax future. Therefore, good wavelength assignment algorithms along with routing al­
gorithms are critically important to improving the network performance and reducing 
the network cost. 
The wavelength assignment algorithms in the literature can be broadly classified into 
two categories: the algorithms proposed for single-fiber networks and that for multifiber 
networks. The following algorithms are first proposed for single-fiber networks: 
1. Random (R): The random wavelength assignment algorithm choose one of the 
available wavelengths randomly with a uniform distribution to establish a connec­
tion. 
2. First-Fit (FF): Assume that the wavelengths are arbitrarily ordered, e.g., Ai, A2,..., AVK, 
where W is the maximum number of wavelengths per fiber. The first-fit algorithm 
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checks the status of the wavelengths sequentially and chooses the first available 
wavelength to establish a connection. 
3. Most-Used (MU): The free wavelength that is used on the most number of links in 
the network is chosen to establish a connection. 
4. Least-Used (LU): The free wavelength that is used on the least number of links in 
the network is chosen to establish a connection. 
The random wavelength assignment algorithm is usually assumed by analytical mod­
els because of its simplicity. However, the used wavelengths are randomly distributed 
and mixed up with free wavelengths in the network. It is hard for a connection request 
to find a wavelength free on consecutive links from a source to a destination node. The 
least-used algorithm attempts to route a connection on the least utilized wavelength in 
order to achieve a near-uniform distribution of the load over the wavelength set. The 
results in [16] show that both of the random and the least-used algorithms distribute 
the load evenly over the wavelengths. The first-fit and the most-used method attempt 
to pack the connections together to use fewer wavelengths, and leave more wavelengths 
consecutively free. The simulation results in [17, 18, 16] show that the blocking proba­
bility of the random and least-used wavelength assignment algorithms are higher than 
that of the first-fit and most-used algorithms. The random assignment algorithm has a 
performance close but better than the least-used algorithm. The first-fit algorithm with 
fixed-path routing is considerably lower than the blocking probability with the random 
wavelength assignment algorithm. However the most-used algorithm performs slightly 
better than the first-fit algorithm [19]. 
With the development of networks and optical technology, more and more researchers 
have realized that a single-fiber network may not have enough capacity to support the 
dramatically increasing bandwidth requirement. In fact, most of the optical networks, 
if not all, consist of multiple fibers on each link. The wavelength continuity constraint 
is relaxed in multifiber networks because a wavelength that cannot continue on one 
fiber can be switched to anther fiber using optical cross-connect as long as the same 
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wavelength is available on the other fibers on the out-going link. The effects of multiple 
fibers on the network performance will be further discussed in the following sections. 
We focus on the wavelength assignment algorithms in multifiber networks here. Several 
wavelength assignment algorithms have been proposed for multifiber WDM networks in 
the literature: 
1. Least-loaded (LL): the LL algorithm proposed in [IS] selects the wavelength that 
has the largest residual capacity on the most loaded link along a path; 
2. Minimum sum (MS): the MS algorithm proposed in [18] chooses the wavelength 
that has the minimum average utilization. 
Both MS and LL algorithms select the most used wavelength when multiple wave­
lengths are tied, hence they reduce to the most-used rule in the single-fiber case. 
3. MJ2' the algorithm in [19] chooses the wavelength that leaves the network 
in a "good" state for future calls. The goodness of a state is measured by a new 
concept called the value of the network. The value function V{a) of the resulting 
state a after a call is established is restricted to be functions of path capacities, 
i . e . ,  K ( a )  =  g { [ C { a ,  p )  :  p  :  P ] )  w h e r e  P  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  p o s s i b l e  p a t h s ,  a n d  C { a , p )  
is the path capacity of p in an arbitrary state 0. 
4. Relative Capacity Loss (RCL): the relative capacity loss algorithm in [20] chooses 
the wavelength that minimize the relative capacity loss. The relative capacity loss 
of path p on wavelength A", denoted by /?c(p, A*), is defined as 
p.(p,A-)-p;(p,v) 
where Pcip^X) is the wavelength path capacity of path p on wavelength A [20]. 
Note here that the random, first-fit, most-used, and least-used algorithms are first 
proposed for single fiber network, but they can also be used in multifiber networks with or 
without modifications. The results in [18] show that the LL and MS algorithms performs 
better than the Random, first-fit, and most-used algorithms in multifiber networks. 
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The M J2 algorithm in [19] performs considerably better than other algorithms except 
the RCL algorithm at the cost of increased computational complexity. The blocking 
probability of using the RCL algorithm is 5% — 30% better than the M depending on 
the traffic demands and network topology, but has the same worst cast time complexity 
of MYl (at least asymptotically) [20]. 
In the above discussions we separate a connection establish procedure into two steps: 
select a route first (if not fixed-path routing), and then select a wavelength from the 
available free wavelengths. The routing and wavelength assignment algorithm can also 
be solved jointly as proposed in [16] and [IS]. The route-wavelength pair that meets 
the specified criteria, i.e., maximizes the residual capacity, over all wavelengths and 
considered paths is selected jointly. These joint routing and wavelength assignment 
algorithms outperform the disjoint approaches. 
1.2.3 Wavelength Conversion in WDM Networks 
A WDM network without wavelength conversion is referred as wavelength selective 
(WS) network. The network performance can be improved by using wavelength con­
verters at the switching nodes, which can convert data on one wavelength along a link 
into another wavelengths at an intermediate node and forward it along the next link. 
The networks with wavelength conversion is called wavelength interchanging (Wf) net­
works [21]. The first solution for wavelength conversion is opto-electronic wavelength 
conversion, in which the optical signal is converted into the electronic domain first. The 
electronic signal is then used to drive the input of a tunable laser tuned to the desired 
wavelength of the output. Since this technique is not transparent to data bit rate and 
data format, which is one of the mayor advantages of using optical networking, the 
opto-electronic wavelength conversion is not preferred to using in the future networks. 
All-optical wavelength conversion, in which no opto-electronic conversion is involved, 
can be divided into the following categories [22]: 
• Wavelength conversion using wave-mixing, including/o«r-«;at;e mixing [23, 24] and 
difference frequency generation (DFG) [25]. 
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• Wavelength-conversion using cross modulation, including Semiconductor Optical 
Amplifiers (SOAs) in XGM and XPM mode [26, 27], and semiconductor lasers 
[28]. 
All-optical wavelength converters are being prototyped in research laboratories [29]. 
However, the techniques have not mature yet so far. Wavelength converters are likely to 
remain costly devices in the near future. Many papers have been published on evaluat­
ing the benefits of wavelength converters using analytical models and simulation. These 
benefits depend on the topology of the network, the traffic demand, the number of avail­
able wavelengths, and the routing and wavelength assignment algorithms, among other 
factors, ks the network becomes denser, one would expect the usefulness of converters 
to decrease, since the paths get shorter. In the limiting case with a link between every 
node pair, wavelength converters have no effect on the blocking performance, since all 
connections are one-hop connections^. On the other hand, a sparsely connected network 
tends not to mix calls well and thus causes a load correlation in successive links. This 
reduces the usefulness of wavelength converters [30]. 
1.3 Contributions and Outline of the Dissertation 
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Good routing and wavelength 
assignment algorithms are critically important to increasing the efficiency of WDM net­
works. We present two new routing algorithms, fixed-path least-congestion (FPLC) 
routing and neighborhood-information-based routing, in Chapter 2 to improve the net­
work performance. The FPLC routing algorithm routes a connection request on the 
least-congested path out of a set of predetermined paths. A set of routes ^ connect­
ing the source-destination pair is searched in parallel and the route with the maximum 
number of idle wavelengths is selected to set up the connection. If a request cannot be 
accommodated by any of the routes, it is blocked. 
^This assumes that the direct link is always used in this case. If alternate path routing is eillowed, 
wavelength converters may still be of some benefit. 
'The words '^ath" and '^oute" are used interchangeably throughout this dissertation 
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The FPLC still has higher setup delay and higher control overhead. To overcome 
these shortcomings, a new routing method using neighborhood information is also inves­
tigated in Chapter 2. In this method, for each source-destination pair, a set of preferred 
paths are pre-computed. Instead of searching all the nodes on the preferred routes, only 
the first k links on each path are searched. A route is selected based on availability of 
free wavelengths on the first k links on the preferred paths. .'\n essential observation 
here is that the parameter k depends on the size and structure of the network and the 
network performance requirement. 
We develop new analytical models to compute the blocking performance of the FPLC 
routing and the neighborhood-information-based routing with the consideration of link-
load correlation. The analytical models are validated and verified by comparing the 
analytical results with the simulation results. It is shown that the FPLC routing per­
forms one to two orders of magnitude better than the alternate-path routing and the 
fixed-path routing in a 4 x 4 mesh-torus network and in the NSFNET T1 backbone 
network. A value of k = 2 is generally enough to ensure good network performance 
these networks. 
Since the cost of an all-optical wavelength converter is likely to remain high, sparse 
wavelength conversion and limited wavelength conversion are studied in [31, 32], .'V 
network with only a few nodes having full conversion capability is called a network with 
sparse wavelength conversion. The results in [31] show placing converters on a fraction 
of nodes of a network is sufficient to ensure high network performance. 
An interesting problem in sparse wavelength conversion networks is how to place a 
small number of converters so that the network performance is optimized. This problem 
has been studied in [33, 34, 36]. The complexity of the optimal converter placement 
algorithm is 0{N^K) when the blocking probability of end to end calls is optimized on 
a path. Here N is the number of nodes on the path, and K is the number of converters 
being placed. 
We present a new linear complexity algorithm to place converters on a path to min­
imize the blocking probability in Chapter 3. Given the number of nodes, N, and the 
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number of converters, K, the basic idea of our algorithm is that we divide the path 
into K+I segments such that the blocking probability on each segment is equal. It is 
shown that the blocking probability is minimized if each segment has the same blocking 
probability. However, it is not always possible to divide a path into segments with equal 
blocking probabilities, due to the arbitrary values of the loads on each hnk. Three algo­
rithms are proposed in the chapter to divide a path into segments such that each segment 
has approximately equal blocking probabilities. The results of using these algorithms are 
compared with the optimal solutions obtained by using dynamic programming method 
of [33]. 
An alternative solution to conquer the wavelength continuity constraint is to use 
multifiber WDM networks. In multifiber networks, each link consists of multiple fibers, 
and each fiber carries information on multiple wavelengths. A wavelength that cannot 
continue on the next hop can be switched to another fiber using an optical cross-connect 
(OXC) if the same wavelength is free on one of the other fibers. We study the perfor­
mance of multifiber WDM networks with different routing and wavelength assignment 
algorithms in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. We present a new analytical model, multifiber link-
load correlation (MLLC) model, in 4 to compute the blocking performance of multifiber 
networks with fixed-path routing. Comparing to the link independence model in [19], 
the MLLC model is an more accurate and general model that is applicable to not only 
regular networks but also irregular networks. 
The effects of multiple fibers in WDM networks with the alternate-path routing 
(APR) is studied in Chapter 5. The question we attempt to answer is how many fibers 
per link are required to guarantee high performance in a WDM network with the APR. 
We use and extend the MLLC model in Chapter 4 to analyze the performance of WDM 
networks with the APR. We observe that the number of fibers required to guarantee high 
performance is slightly higher in the APR than the FPR. However, a limited number 
of fibers are still suflBcient to guarantee that the blocking performance of a multifiber 
WDM network is similar to the blocking performance of a full-wavelength-convertible 
network. 
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As we show in Chapter 2 that dynamic routing algorithms can significantly im­
prove the network performance compared to the fixed-path routing and alternate-path 
routing. However, most of the current research on dynamic routing has focused on 
single-fiber WDM networks. We study the blocking performance of multifiber WDM 
networks with the fixed-paths least-congestion (M-FPLC) routing in Chapter 6. Two 
routing algorithms are studied in the chapter: wavelength-trunk (WT)-based FPLC 
and light-path (LP)-based FPLC. We use and extend the multifiber link-load correla­
tion model developed in 4 to analyze the performance of multifiber WDM networks 
with the WT-based FPLC routing. We observe that the number of fibers required to 
provide high performance in a multifiber network with dynamic routing is higher than 
those multifiber networks with fixed-path routing and alternate-path routing. However, 
multifiber networks with dynamic routing can still achieve similar blocking performance 
to full-wavelength-convertible networks with limited number of fibers. 
A parametric system cost model for both multifiber networks and single-fiber wavelength-
convertible WDM networks is developed in Chapter 7. By comparing the cost of different 
network configurations, we show that a multifiber network is a cost-effective solution un­
der current technology. Conclusions and directions for future research are presented in 
Chapter 8. 
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2 FIXED-PATHS LEAST-CONGESTION ROUTING AND 
ROUTING USING NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION 
2.1 Introduction 
One of the main requirements in all-optical WDM networks is that the same wave­
length must be assigned to a connection on every link on a path if wavelength convert­
ers are not available at the switching nodes. A connection request encounters higher 
blocking probability than it does in circuit-switched networks because of the wavelength 
continuity constraint. Therefore, routing and wavelength assignment algorithms play 
a key role in improving the performance of WDM networks [6, 7]. Many researchers 
have proposed the use of the shortest path routing and alternate shortest path routing. 
In [12, 13, 17, 18, 37, .38, 39, 40] the performance of the shortest path (SP) routing and 
the alternate shortest paths (ASP) routing methods are investigated through approxi­
mate analysis and simulation. A new aiternate routing method, alternate routing with 
limited trunk reservation, is introduced in [12] to improve the blocking probability and 
fairness among connection requests. Since the shortest paths are statically computed 
and an attempt is made to set up a connection request on fixed paths without acquir­
ing the information of current network status, it is not possible to further improve the 
network performance in terms of blocking probability by using these routing approaches. 
Dynamic routing approaches are more efficient than static routing methods [12, 13, 
15, 18, 37, 41, 42, 43, 44]. In [12], simulation resiilts show that the dynamic routing 
method can significantly improve the network performance compared to the SP and 
the ASP. Routing and wavelength assignments are considered jointly and adaptively 
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in [16]. All feasible paths between a source-destination pair are computed and one of 
them is selected according to a specific criterion to set up a request. Least loaded 
routing (LLR) algorithms are introduced as dynamic routing methods in [39, 41, 42]. 
However, only fully connected networks are investigated and no performance comparison 
is provided between LLR and static routing algorithms in these papers. Dynamic routing 
methods are also discussed in [IS, 43]. The main problems with these dynamic routing 
methods are longer setup delays and higher control overheads including, in some cases, 
the introduction of a central control node that keeps track of the network's global state. 
In this chapter, we consider alternate dynamic routing algorithms in all-optical 
networks. We first introduce a dynamic routing algorithm, called fi.xed-paths least-
congestion routing (FPLC), and compare its performance to that of the SP and the 
ASP. This algorithm routes a connection request on the least-congested path out of a 
set of predetermined paths. A set of routes ' connecting the source-destination pair 
are searched in parallel and the route with the maximum number of idle wavelengths is 
selected to set up the connection. If a request cannot be accommodated by any of the 
routes, it is blocked. 
The FPLC still has higher setup delay and higher control overhead. To overcome 
these shortcomings, a new routing method using neighborhood information is also in­
vestigated in this chapter. In this method, for each source-destination pair, a set of 
preferred paths are pre-computed. Instead of searching all the nodes on the preferred 
routes, only the first k links on each path are searched. .A route is selected based on 
availability of free wavelengths on the first k links on the preferred paths. If several free 
wavelengths are available on the selected route, a wavelength is selected according to a 
pre-specified wavelength assignment cilgorithm. If no free wavelengths are available on 
cdl the preferred routes, the request is blocked. An essential observation here is that the 
parcuneter k depends on the size and structure of the network and the network perfor­
mance requirement. It is shown that a value of Ar = 2 is generally enough to ensure good 
network performance in a 4 x 4 mesh-torus network and in the NSFNET Tl backbone 
^The words '^atb" find "route" are used interchangeably throughout this dissertation 
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network depicted in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.11, respectively. 
Wavelength assignment is another unique problem of optical networks. Algorithms 
for improving network performance using different information axe proposed in [18, 19, 
45, 46]. In [19], a dynamic wavelength assignment algorithm, the Max_Sum (MS), is 
proposed and compared to other algorithms, i.e., the First-Fit (FF), the Most-Used 
(MU), the Min-Product (MP), the Least Loaded (LL) and the Random (R). However, 
global information is required in most of these algorithms. Since distributed algorithms 
are considered in this chapter, two general wavelength assignment methods are examined: 
1. Random Assignment: The assigned wavelength is selected randomly from the avail­
able wavelengths. The approximate analysis and the corresponding simulations in 
this chapter are based on this method. 
2. First-fit Assignment: The wavelength is assigned according to a predefined or­
der [17]. We assume that the wavelengths are indexed and the free wavelength 
with the smallest index is selected. 
Several approximate analytical methods on the blocking probabilities of networks 
are proposed in the literature. In [47], a model to compute the approximate blocking 
probability with Poisson traffic input is presented. However, the model is inappropriate 
for networks with sparse topologies because it does not consider the correlation among 
the use of wavelengths between successive links of a path. This model is improved in [48] 
with the consideration of this dependence. A Markov chain based reduced load model 
with state-dependent arrival rate is presented in [17, 39]. A more accurate model in [31] 
accounts for link load correlation. We compute approximate blocking probabilities for 
our algorithms using both of the analyticcd methods, i.e., the link load correlation model 
[31] and the approximate reduced load model [17, 39], and compare the results. We show 
that the model considering link load correlation is simpler and more accurate than the 
reduced load model. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the performcuice of 
the FPLC, and compare it to the SP and the ASP with different wavelength assignment 
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methods. Routing using neighborhood information is introduced and analyzed in Section 
.3. Section 4 presents results for applications of our routing methods to an irregular 
network, the NSFNET T1 backbone network, and a large-scale regular network, a 7 x 7 
mesh-torus network. In Section 5, we present our conclusions and future work that we 
are undertaking. 
2.2 Fixed-Paths Least-Congestion Routing 
Distributed network control for WDM networks is discussed in [49, 50]. Two reser­
vation protocols, source initiated reservation (SIR) and destination initiated reservation 
(DIR) are introduced and compared in [50]. The results show that DIR performs bet­
ter than SIR when the propagation delay is small. However, the DIR cannot improve 
throughput when the propagation delay is large and no wavelength converter is avail­
able at the network. The control protocol for our FPLC routing algorithm is similar 
to DIR. However, to help the destination to make a correct decision in the absence of 
wavelength converters, we also include information in the request message going towards 
the destination regarding how many different requests may be competing for a wave­
length on the same link. For this purpose, we assume that each node keeps a counter for 
each wavelength on the links connected to this node. When a wavelength is requested 
by a wavelength-searching message from a source node, the corresponding counter is 
increased by one before the request is forwarded. This counter information is added 
to the searching message as a hint to indicate the probability of other paths using this 
wavelength. This hint can be used by the wavelength assignment algorithm to avoid a 
possible duplicate use of a wavelength. The details of the FPLC algorithm is described 
as follows: 
2.2.1 The Routing Rules 
For a given topology, we first statically compute a set of routes to be used for each 
source-destination pair and store the routes information at each source node. In this 
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chapter, we only use two edge-disjoint shortest paths for analysis and simulation. We 
refer to these routes as the first and second route. We restrict the number of preferred 
routes to two because network resources cannot be used efficiently if many longer routes 
are allowed in the network. One reason that the two routes are required to be edge-
disjoint is that we try to search two paths in parallel. Another consideration is fault 
tolerance. If one path fails, the connection can be rerouted to another path[51, 52, 53, 
54]. We also noticed that using more than two paths does not significantly improve 
performance [21]. 
The routing algorithm consists of two steps: 
• Step 1. Upon arrival of a connection setup request destined to node d, node i 
performs the following steps: 
1. If i is the source node, search the available number of wavelengths on two 
routes in parallel by sending needle packets ^ requesting a path setup towards 
the next nodes on the two routes. The counters of the available wavelengths 
on the outgoing link, S\, are increased by one, and the path information are 
also included in the needle packet. 
2. If i is an intermediate node, compute S\ = S\ H Savaiiabu- If S\ 0, increase 
the counters for these wavelengths, add the counter information to the packet, 
and forward it to the next node. If S\ = (f), node i responds to the source node 
with a nack-packet, but also continues sending a nack-packet indicating no 
free wavelength available on the route to the destination node for a resolution. 
3. If i = d, this request has found the route to the destination. Wait for the 
second request to arrive. Select the route that has the maximum number of 
free wavelengths available and one wavelength from the available wavelengths 
on the route according to the wavelength assignment method to set up the 
request. If two routes have the same number of idle wavelengths, the first 
-The needle packets can be sent out through a control network, either out-of-band or inband, as 
proposed in [49] 
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route is selected. Reserve the selected wavelength for the request, then send 
an ack-packet to the source node on the selected route and a nack-packet to 
the source node on other routes (it is not necessary to send back any packet 
on the route on which a nack-packet is received, as a nack-packet has already 
been sent back by an intermediate node). 
• Step 2. Upon arrival of a responding packet on the return path, node i performs 
the following steps: 
1. If i is an intermediate node, reserve the selected wavelength for the request, 
decrease the wavelengths counters related to the request, and forward the 
packet towards the source node. If the selected wavelength has been reserved 
by another request, send a nack-packet to the source node. The reserved 
wavelength on previous links from the destination node is released after a 
short period of time if no request is set up on it. 
2. If i = s, the source node is reached. The connection is set up on the selected 
route using the selected wavelength. If no wavelength is available on any of 
the two routes, the connection request is blocked 
2.2.2 Analysis of the FPLC Routing 
To analyze the FPLC routing algorithm, we first use and extend the analysis of a link 
load correlation model in [31]. This model has been used on regular network topologies 
using the fixed path routing. Results show that this correlation model is more accurate 
than the models presented in [17, 39, 47]. The notations used here are similar to that 
in [31] and described below. 
We assume that call requests arrive at each source-destination pair according to a 
Poisson process with rate A. The destination of a call is uniformly distributed to other 
nodes. Call holding time is exponentially distributed with mean The number of 
wavelengths, F, is same on aU links. Wavelengths are rzindomly cissigned to a session 
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from the set of free wavelengths on the associated path. To make the analysis tractable, 
we also assume that the wavelength searching and reservation time is negligibly small. 
2.2.2.1 Link Load Correlation Model 
The basic idea of the link load correlation model is that the blocking probability on 
a two-hop path can be computed with the consideration of link load correlation. Then 
the blocking probability on a /-hop path can be computed recursively by viewing the 
first I — 1 hops as the first hop and the Ith hop as the second hop of a two-hop path. 
The following steady-state probabilities are defined to obtain the blocking probabilities. 
•  Q { i O f )  =  Pr{u;/ wavelengths are free on a link}. 
• S{yf\xpf) = Pr{y/ wavelengths are free on a link of a path | Xpj wavelengths are 
free on the previous link of the path}. 
• U{zc\yf,Xpf) = Pr{rc calls (wavelengths) continue to the current link from the 
previous link of a path | Xp/ wavelengths are free on the previous link, and y/ 
wavelengths are free on the current link}. 
• R{nf\xff,yf,Zc) = Pr{n/wavelengths are free on a two-hop path | x//wavelengths 
are free on the first hop of the path, y/ wavelengths are free on the second hop, 
and Zc calls continue from the first to the second hop}. 
• T^'\nf,yf) = Pr{n/ wavelengths are free on an /-hop path and t// wavelengths are 
free on hop /}. 
For a two-hop path as shown in Figure 2.1, let Ci be the number of calls that enter 
the path at node 0 and leave at node 1, let Cc be the number of calls that enter the path 
at node 0 ajid continue on to the second link, ajid let C„ be the number of calls that 
enter the path at node 1. We also denote A/ the arrival rate of calls that enter at node 0 
and leave at node 1, Ac the arrival rate of calls that enter at node 0 and continue on to 
node 2, and Ag the axrival rate of calls that enter at node 1. The corresponding Erlang 
G> •G <]) 
Figure 2.1 Calls arriving and leaving on a two-hop path. 
load is denoted by pe = Ae//i, pc — and pi = Xihi. The steady-state probability 
of state {ci,cc,cn) as [11] is given by 
Cil Cg! Cn! 7r(c/, Cc, Cn) - p, p_- p_j 
P i  P c P e  
, 0 < C/ + Cc < F, 0 < Cc + C„ < F 
r r  r
2^ ;t y? L\ j=0 i=0 k=0 7-
The probabilities R ( n / i x f f , y /,Zc) C /(Zcl' i //,Xp/), 5(j//|xp/), and Q ( t v / )  are similar as 
in [31] and are reproduced here for completeness. 
— for tnin(x;/,y/) > n f >  max(0,x// + y f  + = c -  F), 
0, otherwise. 
U { Z c \ y f , X p f )  =  P { C c  =  2 c  \  C n  +  C c  =  F  —  y / ^ C i  +  C c  =  F  —  X p f )  
F  X p f  Z c ,  F  y f  Z c )  
m i n i F - X p f J ^ - V f )  ' 
7r(F Xpf Xci Xc^ F yj x^) 
RC=0 
(2.1) 
S { y f \ x p f )  =  P { C n  +  C c  =  F - y / \  C i  +  C c  =  F  -  X p f )  
mtn{F - X p f ,F - y f )  
T T { F  -  X p f  -  X c , X c , F - y f  -  X c )  
Xc=0 
F-Xpf F-Xc 
7 r ( F  X p f  X c ^ X c ^ X n )  
Xe=0 Xn=0 
(2.2) 
and 
Q ( w f )  =  P ( C i  +  C c  =  F - W f )  
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F-Wf F-x^ 
= A F  -  W j  -  X c . X ^ . X n )  .  
Xc=0 Xn=0 
The steady-state probability of a /-hop path P can be recursively computed as 
f min(F-Xpf,F-yf) Xpf 
T'An,,yj}= S E E  
Xpf=Q Zc=0 
R{Tij\xjf,Zc,yf)U{zc\ys,x^j)S[yj\xpj)T''p~^\xjj,Xpj). (2.3) 
Let Q p { w )  be the free wavelength distribution of this path. Q p { w )  becomes 
Q p { w )  =  T l i \ w , y f ) .  (2.4) 
y/=o 
A fundamental assumption made in the correlation model is that the path used 
by a call does not depend on the state of the links on the path. For a fi.xed shortest 
path routing on regular networks, it is possible to assume that the effect of blocking 
probability on the carried load can be neglected, and the arrival rate on each link is the 
same for keeping the analysis simple. However, these assumptions become invalid when 
the FPLC is used. In this case, a path for a request is selected using the current network 
status. Thus the arrival rate on each link is continuously changing. No steady-state is 
reached in the strict sense when the FPLC is used. We propose to use a technique based 
on the Erlang Fi.xed-Point method for .Alternate routing [55] to solve this problem. The 
details of this method are described as follows: 
The reduced load approximation model in [12, 17, 39] significantly increased the 
complexity by computing the arrival rate on each link for different link status. We show 
that more accurate results can be obtained without considering the different arrival rate 
for different link status when the link load correlation model is used. We need the 
following further notations: 
1. Let be the set of first shortest routes that employ link j ,  and Rf^ be the set 
of second shortest routes that employ link j. More formally, 
is the first shortest route for a source-destination pair that employ 
link j  }, and 
R j  =  { P j \ P j is the second shortest route for a source-destination pair that employ 
V m k j  } .  
2. Let be the set of first shortest routes that have a subset of route from link i 
to j. Let be the set of second shortest routes that have a subset of route from 
link i to j. 
3. Let Pr{P^) and Pr{P^) be the probability that a call for a source-destination 
pair a is set up on the first shortest path and the second shortest path, P^, P^, 
respectively. 
In the FPLC, a call request is set up on the first shortest path if the number of free 
wavelengths on the second shortest path is less than the number of free wavelengths on 
the first shortest path. Otherwise, it is set up on the second shortest path assuming 
that the path has at least one free wavelengths. Therefore, 
P'-(pi)=£Qpj(')(i;<3/»(")). (2.5) 
1=1 n=0 
Pr{P^) = 'EQn(')iEQi'i>."l'i- (2-6) 
t=l n=0 
Recall that A is the call arrival rate at each node. The arrival rate of calls that enter at 
link i and continue to link j, Pc{hj)i becomes 
/».(••,j)= E APr(P,)+ E XPHPi).) (2.7) 
P,€Rf,, 
The arrival rate of calls that leave from link i, includes calls that use link I as the 
first or second route, but do not continue to link j. pi{i) is given by 
piii)= X P r { P i ) +  ^  X P r { P i )  -  p^iij). (2.8) 
PieR\ 
The arrival rate of calls that enter at link j  Pe{ j ) ,  includes calls that use link j  as the 
first or the second route, but do not include calls that continue from link i to link j, 
P.U)= E  XPr(Pi )+  E  >'Pr( .P i ) -Mi , j ) .  (2.9) 
p,6B; P,€R; 
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Given the arrival rate to each link, the blocking probability can be computed using 
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). Let La be the blocking probability for source-destination pair a, 
£. = Qpi(0) xQ;»(0). (2.10) 
Let J be the number of links on a network. Let e be a small positive number that 
is used as convergence criterion. The algorithm given below iteratively computes the 
appro.ximate blocking probabilities for the traffic on all the routes. 
1. Initialization. For each source-destination pair a  let La = 0. Choose P e { i ) ,  pdhj), 
and pi{i), i,j = 1,..., 7 arbitrarily for all links. 
2. Calculate Q P { W )  for each source-destination pair using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4); 
3. Calculate the blocking probability La for all source-destination pair a using Eq. 
(2.10). If maxa \La — La\ < (• then terminate. Otherwise let La = La, go to next 
step . 
4. Calculate pe, pu and pc for each link using Eqs. (2.7, 2.8, 2.9), then go back to 
step 2. 
Since the arrival rate for each link can be computed individually, this method is suit­
able for analysis of irregular networks. With the assumption that the arrival rate is not 
dependent on the link status, the complexity of our method is significantly reduced. The 
method can also be extended to alternate routing approaches with small modifications 
of Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6. 
2.2.2.2 Time Complexity of the Correlation Model 
The computational time complexity of the analytical model can be analyzed as fol­
lows. Given call arrival rates, pi{i), Pc{hj)i and Pe{j)-, the conditional probability ma­
trices, R, U, and S in Eq. (2.3) can be computed in 0{F^) time units. Let H be the 
maximal nunaber of links along a path over all possible paths, i.e., H is the diameter 
of the network. We know from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) that the time needed to compute 
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Q p { w f )  is 0 { H F ' ^ ) .  Let N  be the number of node in a network. The total source-
destination pairs in such a network is iV*(iV — 1). Hence, step 2 in the algorithm can be 
finished in 0{N^HF^) time units. Given every element of Q obtained in step 2, the ar­
rival rates of each link can be computed in 0{F^) units. Therefore, the time complexity 
of the algorithm is dominated by the computation of the free wavelength distribution 
matrix, Q, which takes 0{N'^HF^) time units in the worst case. In the implementation, 
multiple iterations are required to solve the Erlang fixed-point equation. We observed 
that most of the results shown in the next section are obtained in less than 10 iterations. 
Note that the computational complexity mainly results from the link-load correlation 
model, which is the best model available so far in the literature in terms of accuracy 
while maintaining reasonable complexity. The reduced load model in [39] has also been 
extended to analyze the performance of the FPLC in the next subsection. The results 
show that the reduced load model is more complex and less accurate than the correlation 
model. We must also point out that the complexity of the analytical model does not 
affect the efficiency of the routing algorithms. 
2.2.2.3 Reduced Load Model 
The reduced load model proposed in [17, 39] is also extended to the FPLC in this 
section. We present the model here for comparison with the link load correlation model. 
The results are compared and discussed in the next section. 
The arrival rate on each link for different link status is considered in the reduced load 
model. We assume that the inter-ajrival time on link j be exponentially distributed with 
parameter ccj{mj) when link j has ruj free wavelengths. 
Let X j  be a random variable representing the number of wavelengths available on 
link j in a steady state. The idle capacity distribution on link j is denoted by 
q j { m j )  =  P r [ X j  =  m j ] ,  r r i j  = 0,..., F . 
Following [39, 17, 12, 41], we aJso assume that Xj^s are independent. Thus Xj can 
be viewed as a birth-and-death process. Using the result of [39], the idle capacity 
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distribution of X j  is given by 
a j { l ) a j { 2 ) . . . a j { T n j )  
where 
®(0)  =  
-I 
(2.11) 
(2.12) Qj(l)Qj(2) . . .Qj(mj)  
Let the link set of P j  be Link numbers in the set are not in 
order. Let p,(.) be the probability that i wavelengths are available on route Pj given 
that each link has rrij^mj^,... , free wavelengths, respectively. Then, 
F 
p . ( m j , , . . . ,  mj„)  =  51 P i { k ,  m j „  ) p k i m j , ,..., ) (2.13) 
k=Q 
where pi{x,y) is the probability that there are i free wavelengths on two-hop path on 
which each link has x and y wavelengths available, respectively. From [17], this condi­
tional probability is 
/ \ 
Pii^, y) = 
/ 
F  —  X  
\ '  J  \  y - '  /  
^ F 
\ ^ / 
Let U i { m j - ,  P j )  be the probability that there are i free wavelengths available on route 
Pj given that ruj wavelengths are idle on link j. Ui{mj\ Pj) is given by 
F F F 
U i { m j - , P j )  =  E  E  • • •  H  
Xpi{^nij, TTljj, fTlj^, • • • J )• 
The probability that there are i wavelengths available on route Pj is given by 
".•(^i)= H q j [ m j ) u i { m j - , P j ) .  
Let Xpi be a random variable representing the number of idle wavelengths on route 
Pj. Let Xp2 be a random variable representing the number of idle wavelengths on route 
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P j .  The inter-arrival time distribution parameter on link j, a j { m j ) ,  is given by 
m,  
P]eR) '=1 
m,  
+ E A($; u.(m,;P?)Pr(.Vf,. <i|) (2.14) 
pjgfli i=i 
where Pr[Xpi < i ] )  denotes the probability that the aumber of idle wavelengths on 
route Pj is less than or equal to i and it is given by 
Pr[Xp. < i| = 1 - f; ViiPl). 
k=i+ l  
The same relation gives 
Pr[Xp. <i] = l-5:..(P,'). 
k=i 
In the formulation of Eq. (2.14), the first term is for selecting the first route from set 
Rj that has i idle wavelengths and Pf (the corresponding alternate path) has less than 
or equal to i free wavelengths; second term is for selecting the route from set Kj where 
the corresponding alternate path has less than i free wavelengths. 
The blocking probability La becomes 
La = = Q\Pr[Xp7 = 0] (2.15) 
where and P^ denote the first and second shortest routes connecting the source-
destination pair a. 
Due to a circular relationship between qjinij) and aj{mj), it is not easy to compute 
La. Therefore we again fall back on an iterative eilgorithm to compute the approximate 
blocking probabilities. 
1. Initialization. For all source-destination pair a let La = 0. Choose = 
I,..., J arbitrarily for all links. 
2. Determine qj { . ) ,  j  = 1,..., J, using Eqs.(2.11) and (2.12). 
3. Calculate j  = 1,..., J, using Eq. (2.14). 
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4. Calculate the blocking probability La for all source-destination pair a  using Eq. 
(2.15). If maxa \ La — La\ < (• then terminate. Otherwise let La = La, go to step 2. 
2.2.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
The analytical methods of the previous sections are used here to calculate blocking 
probabilities. The physical network that is studied, a mesh-torus network with 16 nodes, 
is depicted in Figure 2.2 in which all adjacent nodes are connected by bi-directional 
links. The analytical results are then compared to blocking probabilities obtained by 
simulation. 
k -c -.(TV 
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Figure 2.2 A mesh-torus network with 16 nodes 
Two edge-disjoint shortest paths axe required for each source-destination pair in the 
network. Different route selection methods will yield different network performance 
because some links maybe over-used and others maybe under-used if route selection is 
not symmetric. Since uniform traffic is employed and the arrival rate to all source-
destination pairs is assimied to be identical, we try to distribute traffic evenly on each 
link by using x-y and y-x routing. In x-y and y-x routing, each node is denoted by 
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an integer pair (x , j /). The rules to determine the first path and the second path for a 
connection setup request from (ari,j/i) to (0:25^2) is as follows: 
1. The first path first uses x-links connecting {xi,yi) to (ar2,l/i) and then uses y-links 
connecting (x2,!/i) to (x2,y2)-
2. The second path first uses y-links connecting to {xi,y2) and then uses 
x-links connecting {xi.yo) to (x2.!/2)-
3. If two nodes are on the same row (or column), the shortest path on the row 
(or column) is selected as the first path. The second path is the shortest of the 
following two possible paths. If two possible paths have the same length, one of 
them is randomly selected as the second path. 
(a) The path in reverse direction of the first path, i.e., (xi,yi) -> ((xi — I) mod 
• • • (•'^2^^2)-
(b) Go to the next column (or row) first, then go to the destination using shortest 
path, i.e., (xi,i/i) ^ (.ci,(i/i + 1) mod iV) -)• 
Figure 2.3 shows the network blocking probability versus the traffic load per source-
d e s t i n a t i o n  p a i r  f o r  a  g i v e n  n u m b e r  o f  w a v e l e n g t h s  o n  e a c h  l i n k ,  F  =  4  a n d  F  =  S .  
In this figure, curves are for analytical results and points are for simulation results. In 
the approximate analysis, iteration is required and the convergence criteria is set to be 
10~® for the blocking probabilities. Each data point in the simulations was obtained 
using 10" call arrivals. The same criterion is set for all the analysis and simulation 
r e s u l t s  i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r .  N o t e  t h a t  f o r  t h e  s a m e  s o u r c e - d e s t i n a t i o n  p a i r  t r a f l S c  l o a d ,  i f  F  
is small then the traffic load per wavelength is heavy and vice-versa. From the figure, we 
observe that analytical results are in good agreement with simulation results for heavy 
to moderate traffic (F = 4) for both of the models. However, the blocking probabilities 
are slightly overestimated for light traffic (F = 8). The analjrtical results are not very 
accurate when traffic load is extremely light (F = 8 and source-destination pair treiffic 
load < 0.30). In any case, the link load correlation model always gives more accurate 
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Figure 2.3 Blocking probability versus traffic load in a 4 x 4 mesh-torus 
network 
results compared to the reduced load model. It is also faster to compute as the results 
can be obtained in a few minutes, while the reduced load model took several hours to 
analyze a 4 x 4 mesh-torus network on a sun Ultra-1 workstation. Therefore we use only 
the link correlation model in the following sections. 
2.2.4 Performance Comparison 
In this section, we compare three different routing methods based on our analytical 
models and simulation results. The 4x4 mesh-torus network topology depicted in 
Figure 2.2 is used. The following routing methods are employed for comparison purposes. 
1. Shortest Path routing (SP): This method searches all the links on the shortest 
path. If there are any free wavelengths available on the path, one wavelength is 
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selected according to the specified wavelength assignment algorithm. A connection 
request is blociced if there is no idle wavelength available on the path. 
2. Alternate Shortest Path routing (.ASP): This method first tries to set up a connec­
tion request on the first shortest path. If there is no wavelength available on the 
the first shortest path, the request is overflowed to the second path. The request 
is blocked if it cannot be set up on either of the two paths. 
3. Fixed-Paths Least-Congestion routing (FPLC): Two preselected shortest paths are 
searched in parallel and the path with the maximum number of free wavelengths 
is employed to set up the connection. If no wavelength is idle on <'he two paths, 
the request is blocked. 
Figure 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 show the performance results for the three different routing 
methods. We plot average link utilization, average wavelength utilization, and average 
blocking probability in these figures, respectively. The average link utilization shown in 
Figure 2.4 is computed using the following equation, 
^u(i) = IZ(^-
u;=0 
The average wavelength utilization illustrated in Figure 2.5 is defined as the ratio 
of the number of links that have w idle wavelengths to the total number of links in the 
network, 
W  ,  Q p  ( w )  
VK„(u;) = . 
U 
For Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, the corresponding traffic load for each source-destination 
pair is 0.3 and the number of wavelengths is F = 8. We observe from Figure 2.4 that 
the FPLC approach slightly increases the average link utilization compared to the ASP 
and the SP. The reason for this increase is that this algorithm does not use the shortest 
paths all the time. In the FPLC, longer paths axe allowed to be used even when there 
are idle wavelengths on the shortest path. Another, and more important, reason is that 
more connection requests are accommodated by using the FPLC than the ASP and the 
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Figure 2.4 Average link utilization for different routing methods 
SP as the blocking probability is small. This can be observed from Figure 2.6 (F=8) 
where the FPLC improves the blocking probability when the traffic load is low. As the 
traflBc load increases, the performance of the FPLC gets closer to the ASP. 
One of the reasons that the FPLC performs better than the .ASP and the SP can be 
seen from Figure 2.5. The horizontal axis in the figure shows the number of busy wave­
lengths on a link. The vertical axis shows the probability that these many wavelengths 
on an average are busy. An ideal routing method should produce a curve with a sharp 
peak depicting better distribution of traffic load. Figure 2.5 shows that the FPLC tends 
to get a sharper peak compared to the ASP and the SP. 
We also notice that in the FPLC, the network performance can be significantly im­
proved by using the first-fit wavelengths assignment compared to the random wavelength 
assignment. Figure 2.7 shows the difference of the ASP and the FPLC using different 
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Figure 2.5 .Average wavelength utilization for different routing methods 
wavelength assignment methods through simulation. As reported in [12], the first-fit 
wavelength assignment strategy can slightly improve the blocking probability in the 
ASP. While using the FPLC, the first-fit wavelength assignment performs much bet­
ter than the random strategy under light load condition. The reason can be explained 
intuitively as follows: 
Compact wavelength assignment methods (i.e. most-used) perform better than 
spread wavelength assignments (i.e. least-used) as suggested in [18, 56]. In the FPLC, 
a request is set up on the least congested route. The wavelengths with lower index have 
more chances to be employed when compared to the ASP. Using the first-fit wavelength 
assignment, this compact wavelength assignment effect is enhanced. For example, two 
wavelengths (Ai, and Aa) are used on the first shortest path, A3 may be used to set 
up a request on the first shortest path for ASP. However, in the FPLC using first-fit 
wavelength assignment, Aj and A2 still have higher chance to be used to set up a request 
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Figure 2.6 Performajice comparison for three routing methods 
on the second shortest path. This compact wavelength assignment effect leaves more 
free wavelengths in the network. Thus the performance is improved. In mesh-torus 
networks, it seems that the second shortest path for a source-destination pair may not 
be longer than the first shortest path. However, among the 240 first shortest paths 
in a 4 X 4 mesh-torus network, 64 of them are 1-hop long. The corresponding second 
shortest paths axe 3-hop long. We also show in Section 2.4.1 that the FPLC achieves 
better performance than the SP and the ASP in the NFSNET Tl backbone in which 
the second shortest path could be 4-hop longer than the first shortest paths. 
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Figure 2.7 Performance comparison for the ASP and the FPLC using dif­
ferent wavelength assignment methods 
2.3 Routing Using Neighborhood Information 
We have seen in the previous section that the fixed-paths least-congestion routing 
method improves network performance compared to static routing approaches. How­
ever, problems still exist when using this dynamic routing method in a large network. 
Although we use a distributed parallel algorithm to overcome some of the problems, the 
main difficulties remaining are the control overhead, setup delay, and possible conflicts 
in wavelength usage when multiple paths are being set up simultaneously on one link. 
In this section, we propose a new routing algorithm using neighborhood information in 
which the setup efficiency and lower control overhead of static routing versus the low 
blocking probability trade-oflF is introduced. Using analytical and simulation methods, 
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it is shown that routing using neighborhood information can achieve good performance 
compared to static routing approaches which overcomes some of the difficulties. The 
possible conflicts in wavelength usage is also reduced by using this approach. 
In the neighborhood-information-based routing, similar to the FPLC, a set of edge-
disjoint shortest paths are statically computed and stored at each node. Upon the 
arrival of a connection request, the source node first decides on which route to set up 
the request. This route selection process is similar to that in the FPLG. However, instead 
of searching all the links on the preferred paths, only the neighborhood including the 
nodes up to distance k are searched and the results are compared to decide which route 
to select. There are two possibilities for collecting the neighborhood information: it can 
be either collected when needed or exchanged periodically. After a route is selected, the 
source node initiates a wavelength assignment process by sending a needle packet to the 
destination on the selected route. The intermediate nodes on the route first compute 
S\ using the same equation as in the FPLC, increase the counters for the requested 
wavelengths, then forward the packet to the next node. One wavelength is selected at 
the destination node to set up the request using an appropriate wavelength assignment 
algorithm. A responding packet is sent back by the destination node to the source node. 
If no wavelength is available on the selected route, the connection request is blocked. 
The counters related with the request are decretised by one when a response packet is 
r e c e i v e d  b y  a n  i n t e r m e d i a t e  n o d e .  T h i s  r o u t i n g  a l g o r i t h m  i s  c a l l e d  F P L C  —  N { k ) .  
2.3.1 The Routing Rules 
To set up a connection request destined to node d, the source node s first collects and 
analyzes the neighborhood information on two edge-disjoint routes for the first k links 
only. This information is gathered by exchanging neighborhood information (periodically 
or on demand) with nodes up to distance k. The number of free wavelengths on the 
two paths up to distance k are compcired and a path that has the maximum number of 
idle wavelengths is selected. The source node s then initiates a wavelength aissignment 
process by sending a needle packet to the next node on the selected path. A set of 
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wavelengths, 5,\, which cire available on the outgoing link, and the path information are 
included in the needle packet. If no common wavelength is free on any of the two routes 
up to distance fc, the request is blocked. 
Each intermediate node i computes S\ = S\ fl SavaitabU- If •S'a  ^ it increases the 
requested wavelength counter and forwards the packet to the next node on the route. 
The counters are decreased when a response packet on the path is returned. If S\ = 0, 
the intermediate node responds to the source node with a nack-packet. 
The destination node selects a wavelength from the set of available wavelengths 
according to the pre-specified wavelength assignment methods and assigns it to the 
request. It responds to the source node with an ack-packet and the selected wavelength. 
2.3.2 Analysis of the FPLC-N(k) 
We e.xtend the approximate analytical models discussed in the previous section to 
the FPLC-N(k). We use the same terminologies as before. 
Let Qpj{w) present the probability that there are w free wavelengths available on 
route Pj up to neighborhood distance k. Qp^{w) is given by 
Qp.M = E 
!//=0 
Let Vp{n f ,Xpf )  be the probability that nj  wavelengths are free on an /-hop path P, and 
Xpf wavelengths are free on the first link. Then, 
f  m i n { F - r j , f , F - y f )  y f  
^ ^//) 
y f = 0  Z c = 0  X f f = 0  
U{z^\yi,Xpi)S{yj\xpf)V^~^\xff,yf) . (2.16) 
Considering the first k hops as the first hop, as we do in the previous section, x-pf) 
is the probability that x-pj wavelengths are available on the first k hops of an /-hop path, 
but none of the Xpf wavelengths is available on the following I — k hops. 
Let P r { P ^ )  be the probability that a call for a source-destination pair a  is set up 
on the first shortest path P^, cind Pr{P^) be the probability that a request is set up on 
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the second shortest path using neighborhood information. In the FPLC-N(k), a call 
request is attempted to be set up on the path that has more free wavelengths on the 
first k links. The request is successfully set up if at least one wavelength is free on the 
first k links, and at least one of the free wavelengths can continue on the following links 
of the path. Therefore, 
i=l n=0 
^(PJ) = 'tQp'MT. i3^.("))(i - (2-18) 
i=l n=0 
The arrival rate of calls that enter at link i and continue to link j becomes 
E E (2-19) 
PjSR,'., PjSKl, 
The arrival rate of calls that leave from link i becomes 
p , ( i ) =  E AP;(Pi)+ E (2.20) 
p,en; p.€r; 
The arrival rate of calls that enter at link j becomes 
p . ( j ) =  E  E  (2.21) 
/>,€«) 
Blocking probability La for the FPLC-N(k) consists of three terms: (1) the probability 
that the first route is selected using neighborhood information (there are i free wave­
lengths on the first route up to neighborhood distance k and the corresponding alternate 
route has less than or equal to i idle wavelengths up to neighborhood distance k), but 
blocked at other links on the first route after distance k; (2) the probability that the 
second route is selected using neighborhood information (there are i free wavelengths on 
the second route up to neighborhood distance k and the corresponding alternate route 
has less than i idle wavelengths up to neighborhood distance k), but blocked at other 
links on the second route after distance fc; and (3) the probability that no wavelength is 
available on any of the two routes up to distance k. Thus, 
t=l n=0 
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+ E CpiC'XI: i5f..(")) V^""(0, ;) 
t=l n=0 
+ Oj,,(0)Qf3(0) (2.22) 
Using the same algorithm given in Section 2.2.2, we can compute the blocking prob­
abilities for the traffic on all the routes. 
2.3.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
We assess the accuracy of our approximation in this section. The physical network, a 
4x4 mesh-torus network depicted in Figure 2.2, is employed. The routes used for each 
source-destination pair are similar to those used in the FPLC as described in Section 
2.2. 
Figure 2.8 shows the blocking probability versus the traffic load for a given number of 
wavelengths on each link (F = 8) using the FPLC-N(l). The route to set up a connection 
request is determined by 1-neighborhood information. Similar to the original observation 
for the FPLC, we again notice that the analytical and the simulation results match when 
the traffic load is heavy to moderate, but analytical results are less accurate for light 
traffic. 
The performance of the FPLC-N(k) with different values of k is compared using 
analytical results shown in Figure 2.9 (F=8). The diameter of our network topology 
is 4, so the FPLC-N(3) is the same routing method as the FPLC. Thus, the FPLC is 
the lower bound on the FPLC-N(k). It is observed from the figure that the blocking 
probability is not linearly decreasing with the increase of neighborhood distance. The 
difference of the blocking probabilities between fc = 0 and A: = 1 is much higher than 
the difference between fc  =  1  and k =  2 and the difference between k — 2 and k =  3 
under light traffic conditions. 
From Figiure 2.7 we know that for the FPLC, the first-fit wavelength assignment 
method performs much better than random strategy under light traffic. The same is 
true for the FPLC-N(k) as shown by our simulation residts depicted in Figure 2.10 (F=8). 
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Figure 2.8 Blocking probability versus traffic load using the FPLC-N(l) 
In comparison to the results of Figure 2.8, we note from Figure 2,10 that the blocking 
probability is significantly improved when the first-fit wavelength assignment is used. 
The FPLC-N(l) can achieve the performance similar to the ASP. Thus, we conclude 
that 1-neighborhood information is sufficient to ensure good network performance in 
terms of blocking probability in a 4 x 4 mesh-torus network. 
2.4 Irregular and Large Scale Regular Networks 
In this section, we investigate two other networks: the NSFNET T1 backbone net­
work (irregular topology) depicted in Figure 2.11 and a 7x7 mesh-torus network (regular 
topology). We have shown in the previous section that the first-fit wavelength assignment 
method can achieve a better network performance than the random assignment strategy 
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Figure 2.9 Performance comparison using different neighborhood informa­
tion 
in the FPLC and the FPLC-N(k), but the first-fit wavelength assignment method is more 
diflBcult to analyze. Therefore, we provide simulation results to support our conclusion 
that neighborhood-information-based routing is also efficient in these two networks. 
2.4.1 The NSFNET 
The analytical results using the link correlation model compared to simulation results 
are shown in Figure 2.12. We see from the figure that the link correlation model performs 
well on the NSFNET. The ajialytical results are accurate under heavy and moderate 
traflSc load. It is not very accurate under light traffic. No anaJyticai results using the 
reduced load model is shown because the reduced load model becomes too complex in 
terms of computing time for the NSFNET to get any meziningful results in a reasonable 
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time. Some routes in the NSF network are 5-hop long. The number of states dramatically 
increases with the number of hops on a route when the reduced load model is used. 
Therefore, the reduced load model becomes impractical for the NSFNET. However, the 
complexity required for each data point using the link correlation model is acceptable 
(within a few minutes), since no arrival rate for different link state is considered. 
The simulation results for the NSFNET using the first-fit wavelength assignment are 
shown in Figures 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15. The corresponding source-destination pair traffic 
load is 0.2 for Figiures 2.13 and 2.14. The number of wavelengths on each link, F, is 
8. Figiure 2.13 shows the average link utilization distribution. The horizontal axis in 
the figure shows link ID while the vertical axis shows the average link utilization. The 
difference of overall average network link utilization between the SP and the ASP is 
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Figure 2.11 The NSFNET Tl backbone network 
small. The reason is that under the light load condition, few uf the connection requests 
are overflowed to the second shortest path. However, for the FPLC, the link utilization 
is much higher than that in the SP and the ASP. Also notice that the link utilization is 
not evenly distributed among all links. The minimum link utilization for the FPLC is 
0.14 and the maximum is 0.37. These can be e.xplained as follows: 
In mesh-torus networks, the first shortest path and the second shortest path have 
the same length except when the two nodes are on the same row (or column). Therefore, 
employing the second shortest path does not increase the use of resources much. This 
is confirmed in Figure 2.4, which illustrates that average link utilization is only slightly 
increased by using the FPLC. However, in an irregular network, the second shortest 
path between a source-destination pair could be much longer than the first shortest 
p a t h .  F o r  e . x a m p l e ,  i n  F i g u r e  2 . 1 1  t h e r e  i s  a  1 - h o p  p a t h  b e t w e e n  n o d e  W A  a n d  [ L ,  
b u t  t h e  s e c o n d  s h o r t e s t  p a t h  i s  5 - h o p  l o n g :  W A  C A \  U T  C O  N E  — ^ I L ,  
W A  - > •  C A 2  ^  T X  - ^ C O - ^  N E ^  I L ,  o r  W A  - > •  C A 2  T X  - - ^ G A ^  P A I L .  
Therefore, the FPLC is likely to use more network resources than the SP and the ASP. 
Another difficulty of using the FPLC routing algorithm in the NSFNET is that it is 
impossible to distribute traffic evenly among links as in a regulaj mesh-torus network by 
using x-y and y-x routing methods. Since uniform traffic is employed in our cuiaiyticai 
and simulation model, each node generates connection requests to any other nodes with 
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Figure 2.12 Blocking probability versus traffic load in the NSFNET 
the same probability. Thus inevitably some links are over-used and the others are under­
used. These can be observed from the results of Figure 2.13. The unbalanced traffic 
distribution also leads to higher blocking probability. However, the advantage of using 
the FPLC could be observed from Figure 2.14 which shows that the load distribution is 
better than that in the ASP and the SP. 
The performance comparison in terms of average blocking probability versus trziffic 
load for the ASP, the FPLC, the FPLC-N(l) and the FPLC-N(2) is shown in Figure 2.15. 
The performance of the FPLC is better than the ASP in the NSFNET when the traf­
fic load is light and it gets closer to the ASP as the traffic load increases. Routing 
using neighborhood information does not perform as well in the NSFNET as it does 
in mesh-torus network. However, the performance of the FPLC-N(l), which employs 
1-neighborhood information, is close to the ASP. By using 2-neighborhood information. 
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Figure 2.13 Average link utilization for different routing algorithms 
the FPLC-N(2) can achieve similar performance to the ASP. Thus one can use the 
FPLC-N(l) or the FPLC-N(2) to achieve the similar performance as the ASP and keep 
the setup time and control overhead low. 
The network performance could be further improved by using wavelength reservation, 
protection threshold, or limited trunk reservation methods proposed in [39, 12]. We, 
however, do not pursue them here. 
2.4.2 A 7 X 7 Mesh-Torus Network 
In this section, we present results for a 7 x 7 mesh-torus network using the first-fit 
wavelength assignment. The FPLC-N(k) is investigated and compared to the ASP and 
the FPLC using a simulation method. The results are shown in Figure 2.16. 
We observe that the FPLC performs much better than the ASP when the traffic load 
is light. It soon converges to the ASP with the increasing load. Using 1-neighborhood 
SP(average=0.236) 
ASP(averge=0.239) 
FPLC(argetage=0.261) 
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Figure 2.14 Average wavelength utilization for different routing algorithms 
information gives a reasonable performance in a 7 x 7 mesh-torus network, but using 
2-neighborhood information achieves performance similar to ASP. 
2.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have proposed two new dynamic routing methods in all-optical 
wavelength-routed networks. Approximate analytical approaches axe developed for the 
fixed-paths least-congestion routing and the routing using neighborhood information 
algorithms. Numerical results show that the fixed-paths least-congestion routing with 
the first-fit wavelength assignment method significantly improves network performance 
compared to the alternate paths routing algorithms. The reason is that more wavelengths 
are left free on a network when the FPLC with the first-fit wavelength assignment method 
is used. 
The routing using neighborhood information algorithm is employed as a trade-off 
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Figure 2.15 Blocking probability in the NSFNET 
between network performance in terras of blocking probability versus setup delay and 
control overhead when using dynamic routing algorithms. It is shown that the routing 
using neighborhood information method achieves good performance when compared to 
static routing approaches. 1-neighborhood information is sufficient to ensure network 
performance in a 4 x 4 mesh-torus network and in the NSF Tl backbone network. 2-
neighborhood information can achieve similar performance to that achievable with the 
alternate routing method in a 7 x 7 mesh-torus network. 
We have shown results using the first-fit wavelength assignment and under uniform 
traffic only for different network topologies. The network performance using the FPLC 
and the neighborhood-information-based routing using other wavelength assignments 
under non-Poisson traffic [57] is an open problem for further research. The impacts of 
non-uniform traffic in irregular networks are also under investigation. 
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3 EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR WAVELENGTH 
CONVERTER PLACEMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
We presented two dynamic routing algorithms in the previous chapter to improve the 
network performance. The routing algorithms can be used in networks with or without 
wavelength conversion. In wavelength-routed all-optical networks, the wavelength con­
tinuity constraint, assigning the same wavelength to route a connection on every link 
on a path, is a well-known problem. To reduce the blocking probability, wavelength 
converters, which can change an incoming wavelength to another, are proposed to use 
[58]. The benefits of employing wavelength converters are discussed in [17, 47]. Since the 
cost of an all-optical wavelength converter is likely to remain high, sparse wavelength 
conversion and limited wavelength conversion are studied in [31, 32]. \ network with 
only a few nodes having full conversion capability is called a network with sparse wave­
length conversion. The results in [31] show placing converters on a fraction of nodes of 
a network is sufficient to ensure high network performance. 
An interesting problem in sparse wavelength conversion networks is how to place a 
small number of converters so that the network performance is optimized. This problem 
has been studied in [33, 34, 35,36]. A solution using dynamic programming was proposed 
to optimize the performance on a path, a bus network, and a ring network. However, 
the complexity of this solution is 0{N^K) when the blocking probability of end to end 
calls is optimized on a path. Here N is the number of nodes on the path, and K is the 
number of converters being placed. 
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We present a new linear complexity algorithm to place converters on a path to mini­
mize the blocking probability (maximize the success probability) in this chapter. Given 
the number of nodes, N, and the number of converters, K, the basic idea of our algo­
rithm is that we divide the path into K+1 segments such that the blocking probability 
on each segment is equal. It is shown that the blocking probability is minimized if each 
segment has the same blocking probability. However, it is not always possible to divide 
a path into segments with equal blocking probabilities, due to the arbitrary values of 
the loads on each link. Three algorithms are proposed in this chapter to divide a path 
into segments such that each segment has approximately equal blocking probabilities. 
The results of using these algorithms are compared with the optimal solutions obtained 
by using dynamic programming method of [33]. 
This chapter is organized as follows. The end-to-end optimal converter placement 
is studied using a link-load independence model in Section 3.2. We first prove that 
the optimal placement is obtained if the blocking probability on each segment is equal. 
Three algorithms with linear comple.xities are proposed to obtain the segments with 
approximately equal blocking probabilities. An optimal converter placement algorithm 
is developed in Section 3.3 with the consideration of link-load correlation. An analytical 
approximation is proposed and shown that the segmentation algorithms are also appli­
cable when the link-load correlation model is used. We make some concluding remarks 
in Section 3.4. 
3.2 Converter Placement with End-to-End Performance Opti­
mization 
We consider a path of length N ,  as shown in Figure 3.1. Let the number of converters 
to be placed be K. Let the nodes along the path be numbered 0,1,..., iV, and let the 
link loads per wavelength on link i be = 0,...,iV — 1. We employ a binomial 
m o d e l  [ 4 7 ]  t o  c o m p u t e  t h e  p e r f o r m a j i c e ;  t h a t  i s ,  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  a  w a v e l e n g t h  o n  l i n k  i  
is occupied with probability pi, and the occupancy is statistically independent of other 
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wavelengths on the same link and on other links. The converter placement for minimizing 
the blocking probability for end-to-end calls (from node 0 to node N) is considered in 
this section. A segmentation idea is introduced and proved that optimal placement can 
be obtained by dividing a path into K-l-1 segments such that each segment has equal 
blocking probability. Three implementation algorithms of this idea are also proposed in 
this section. 
• • • 0^0 
Figure 3.1 A path with N links 
3.2.1 A Segmentation Method for Converter Placement on A Path 
We define a segment to be the set of links between two consecutive converters. Thus 
K converters divide the N link path into A' -|- 1 segments. Let V = (0, ui,..., iV) 
be the converter placement vector denoting the first node, the converter locations, and 
the last node of the path, u,- is the node with the ith converter. The ith segment is 
from node t;,_i to node u,- (the first segment is from node 0 to node Ui, and the A' + 1 
segment is from node to node N). Without any loss of generality, we count converter 
locations from the left to the right. Let L(i;,_i, u,) be a set of links on segment i from 
node Ui-i to node u,-. 
When the wavelength utilization on each link is assumed equal and the link-load 
correlation is neglected, intuition suggests that the optimal solution is to place converters 
uniformly (each segment has the equal length) on the path. This placement hzis been 
proved optimal in [33]. We consider a more general scenario in which link loads may 
non-uniformly distributed. We assimie in this section that link loads are independent. 
The effect of link-load correlation is studied in the next section. Let F be the number 
of wavelengths on each link. Let S{V) be the success probability of an end-to-end call 
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given the placement vector is V ,  
fi+i 
S ( V ) = n  / i  ( 3 . 1 )  
1=1 
where f{ is the success probability on segment t and is given by 
A = [ i - ( i -  n  f t ) ' ' )  ( 3 . 2 )  
and p j  = I  — p j ^  is the success probability on link j .  
Since we assume that wavelength utilization may or may not uniformly distributed 
over links, p,- may or may not equal to pj if i 7^ j. Our goal is to select a placement 
vector V such that 5(V) is maximized. Instead of dividing the path into equal length 
segments as in [33], we divide the path such that the success probability on each segment 
is the same. We show that the placement obtained using this idea is optimal by proving 
the following results: 
Lemma 1 Let Z = (si, Z 2 i - - - i  ^ k + i )  b e  a  v e c t o r  o f  h ' + 1 real numbers Zi, —00 < c, < 0, 
t = 1,2,..., A' + 1, the function 
K+l K+l 
G { Z )  = jj  (1 — (1 — g i v e n  ^  Z i  =  c o n s t a n t  
1=1 i=i 
is maximized if 
z i  =  Z 2  =  . . .  =  - a : + I .  
The proof of this lemma is shown in the appendix. 
Theorem 1 An optimal placement for end-to-end performance is achieved if the success 
probability on each segment is equal on the path. 
Proof: Let VJ be the success probability on one wavelength on segment i. Then, 
Y i =  n Pi- (3-3) 
j€L{Vi^l,Vi) 
It is ready to see that 0 < < 1. Since pj = I — pj is known on every link, Ilfet' ^ = 
is a constant. 5(K) from Eqs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 becomes 
K+l 
5(V)= II(l-(l-K)'')- (3-4) 
1=1 
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The goal is to prove that 5(V) is maximized when Vi = V2 = ... = VK+I given 
K" =constant. However, the global maximum value is hard to prove because the 
constraint of Y] is not a convex set. We use the following substitution to convert the 
constraint to a convex set. 
Let Y I  = e*', —00 < Zi < 0. Then S { V )  becomes 
vv+i 
5(1/)= (3.5) 
1=1 
From lemma 1 we know that the maximum value of 5(V) is obtained when zi = =2 = 
... = ZK+i, that is, Ki = V2 = ... = V/c+i. • 
Theorem 1 provides insight into the converter placement problem and helps us solve 
the problem without computing the blocking probability for every s-d pair. Let the 
wavelength utilization on all the links (a set of positive real numbers between 0 and 1) 
be represented by an indexed set. The optimal solution is obtained by dividing the set 
into K+1 subsets such that each subset consists of consecutive elements in the set and 
the product of elements in each subset are all equal. 
3.2.2 Implementation of the Segmentation Method 
To divide an N link path into K + 1 segments such that each segment has the equal 
success probability (/i = /a = ••• = A'+i) is not trivial. One of the difficulties is that 
the success probabilities on links, p.O <j < iV — 1, may vary significantly. From Eq. 3.2, 
we know that 
= fj if and only if Yi = Yj . 
A key observation here is that the geometric mean of the success probability on one 
wavelength on each segment can be easily obtained. To identify a segment, we compute 
the success probability on one wavelength of successive links and compare it with the 
geometric mean of the success probability. The success probabilities on all the segmen­
tations are approximately equal if all of them are approximately equal to the geometric 
mean of the success probability. 
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Let M be the geometric mean of the success probability on each segment for one 
wavelength. Then, 
M = 
\ 
A'+l 
n V- = 
1=1 
iV-l 
n Pi • (3-6) j=0 
Recall that u,_i is the placement of the (i —I)th converter. The next converter placement, 
u,-, is obtained by selecting consecutive links after node y,_i on the path such that the 
product, fl = Pj — -W". It is possible that two consecutive nodes j and J + 1 
on the path satisfy the approximation requirement. Then u,- is to be chosen out of the 
two nodes. In the following we present three algorithms to make such a selection. 
Algorithm LtoR: The first algorithm, called LtoR, computes the success proba­
bility of each segment from link 0 to link N-I (left to right). If the success probability 
of a segment from link i to link j {j > i) is closer to M than that of the segment from 
link / to link j + 1, a converter is placed at node j. Otherwise, a converter is placed at 
node J + I. 
The following function, Get_next_placement() as shown in Table 3.1, computes the 
location for the next converter and the success probability for the current segment, V, 
given that the last converter location last and the geometric mean M. We use the same 
function for all the three algorithms. The value of V"' may or may not be used by some 
of the algorithms. 
The placement procedure continues until the last converter is placed or the end of 
the path is reached. A detailed description of this algorithm, LtoR, is given in Table 3.2. 
Algorithm LMrecomputed- The problem of using the algorithm, LtoR, is that all the 
approximation errors in K for different segmentation may accumulate. Thus the last 
segment may have a large variation from the desired value of M. To reduce the effect of 
the approximation errors, the second algorithm, called LMrecomputed, is introduced. In 
this algorithm, instead of using the same value of M computed at the beginning of the 
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Table 3.1 Function: Get-next_piacement() 
int Get-next-placement (int last, float M, float *Y') 
var float Y"; int i; 
begin 
*Y' = Plast; 
for( i = last+l; i < N; i++) begin 
Y" = *Y' pi\ 
if(fabs(*y" - M) < fabs(y" - M) ) 
return i; 
else 
*y' = Y" 
end; 
end. 
algorithm, we recompute M every time a converter is placed. The success probability 
in a segment is compared with the new M. This algorithm is described in Table 3.3. 
Algorithm LorR: Both of the above algorithms compute the success probability 
Yi and compare it with M from the left nodes to the right nodes on a path. The same 
method caji also be applied by computing Yi and comparing it with M from the right 
nodes to left nodes on the path. To reduce the approximation errors and make the best 
selection so that each segment has the success probability as close as possible, we combine 
the above ideas together into algorithm three, LorR. In this algorithm, we compute the 
success probabilities of segments from both side of a path. \ segment, which has success 
probability closer to M is selected regardless of being on the left or on the right, and a 
converter is placed at the node of that location. By viewing the unselected links as a 
new path, M is recomputed. This algorithm is shown in Table 3.4. 
Note that the actual locations of converters may vary but the overall blocking prob­
ability may still be the same if each segment has equal success probability on a path. 
To see this, consider a path with four nodes, no, ni, HQ, NA, and three links, /Q, /i, I2, 
with link loads po = pi = P2- A single converter can be placed at the node ni or n2 to 
obtain the same blocking probability. 
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Table 3.2 From Left to Right 
LtoR{^i, A') 
var int np = i = 0; float M  =  P j ^  —  0? 
begin 
while( (i < K4-1) & (np < N) ) begin 
/*Compute the next converter placement 
given the last placement is at node np. */ 
np Get_next_placement(np, M, &cY'); 
Place a converter at np; 
i++; 
end; 
end. 
In the next section we show the results of using the above three algorithms, and 
compare them with the optimal solutions under different wavelength utilization on each 
link. Note that the first algorithm is the simplest and the third is the most complex 
among the three algorithms. Each of these three algorithms has linear complexity. 
3.2.3 Numerical Results and Discussions 
The three algorithms discussed above are evaluated in this section to find the optimal 
placement on a 10-hop path (N=10) as shown in Figure 3.1. The number of wavelength 
(F) on each link is also assumed to be 10. Five different wavelength utilization pat­
terns are used as shown in Table 3.5. Linear (1) utilization in the table represents the 
wavelength utilization increasing linearly from 0.05 on link 0 to 0.1 on link N-1. The 
utilization of m-linear (ml) increases from link 0 to the middle of the path and then 
decreases to link N-1 with different rate. The utilization pattern e represents that the 
wavelength utilization are exponentially distributed on each link with mean 0.1 and 
variance 0.1. The wavelength utilization of ni-exponentizd (me) increase with rate of 2 
from link 0 to the middle of the path and then decreases with rate of j to link N-1, and 
u represents the random utilization uniformly distributed between 0.2 tind 0.3 on each 
link. 
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Table 3.3 From Left to Right: recompute M 
L J Pii l^t N, lilt Iv) 
var int np = i = 0; float M = Pj) = 0; 
begin 
while((i < K+l) k (np < N)) begin 
/*Compute the next converter placement 
given the last placement is at node np. */ 
np Get_next_placement(np, M, feV); 
Place a converter at np; 
/*recompute M * /  
M= 
i++; 
end; 
end. 
The results of using the three algorithms are shown in Table 3.6 with different uti­
lization patterns. The dynamic programming method guarantees to yield the optimal 
results that are shown in the table for comparision. It is noticed that all the algo­
rithms yield optimal solutions for K = 1,2,3 on the 10-hop path. The results of placing 
K = 4 converters are shown in the table. Since we consider sparse wavelength con­
verter networks, A' > 4 is not of interest. We see from the table that optimal solutions 
are obtained under most of the utilization patterns. Some of the placements of using 
the segmentation eilgorithms are different from the dynamic programming results (i.e., 
algorithm 2, algorithm 3 and the optimal algorithm give three different solutions un­
der the m_exponential utilization). However, all of them are optimal since the blocking 
probabilities are equal. Recall that the optimal result may not be unique. Among the 
three segmentation algorithms, the third algorithm is the most accurate. As mentioned 
earlier, although this algorithm is a little more complex than the others, it still has 
linear complexity. Many other utilization patterns are also tested and they support our 
observations. The results are not shown here because of the space limitation. 
We noticed that an optimal result might not be obtained using the segmentation 
algorithm when the link loads are dramatically different; that is, some link loads are 
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Table 3.4 From Left or Right: recompute M 
1. Compute M of the path as Af = Pj'^ 
2. Compute /£ and from left to right and from right 
to left, respectively, using the function Getjiext_placement(). 
3. Set Y' = min( fabs(/^ -M), fabs(/jj -M)), and place 
a converter on the corresponding node; 
5. If there are links not being considered, the links are 
viewed as a new path; recompute M as M = y , 
where k' is the number of converters 
have not been placed; goto step 2; 
Else, stop. 
extremely high and other loads are extremely low. Under such utilization patterns, some 
links which have extremely light utilization, have little weight to the success probability 
{pi > 0.9) of a segment. Then the segmentation algorithms may incorrectly put such 
links in a segment. However, the blocking probability is affected very little by the lightly 
loaded links. 
3.3 Converter Placement on A Path Considering Link-Load 
Correlation 
In the previous section we considered the optimal converter placements to optimize 
the performance of the end-to-end cails. Two basic assumptions are made in order to 
deploy the binomial model: the call requests arrive at different wavelengths are statis­
tically independent, and the link loads on a path are independent of each other. The 
wavelength independence is assumed to maJce the anedysis simple. However, the second 
assumption may not be appropriate if the interfering traffic [47] tirrives at each node, as 
is the case in a bus, a ring, or a path in an arbitrary topology network. A performance 
model considering link-load correlation was proposed in [47, 48]. In this section, we 
show that our segmentation algorithm is also applicable when the link-load correlation 
is considered, i.e., we cissume that link loads axe dependent. 
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Table 3.5 Wavelength utilization on a 10-hop path 
links h h h u k 
linear(l) 0.050 0.056 0.061 0.067 0.072 
m-linear(ml) 0.100 0.125 0.150 0.175 0.200 
exponential(e) 0.086 0.150 0.024 0.083 0.037 
m-exponential (me) 0.006 0.012 0.024 0.048 0.096 
uniform(u) 0.221 0.211 0.239 0.221 0.234 
links ^6 l- 's '9 /lO 
linear(l) 0.078 0.083 0.089 0.094 0.100 
m-linear(ml) 0.200 0.175 0.150 0.125 0.100 
exponential (e) 0.261 0.257 0.044 0.178 0.101 
m-exponential(me) 0.096 0.048 0.024 0.012 0.006 
uniform(u) 0.203 0.204 0.232 0.208 0.218 
Table 3.6 Converter placements and blocking probabilities for different algo­
rithms compared to optimal solution 
I ml e me M 
Alg. 1 3 5 7 9 3 5 7 9 3 6 79 4 5 6 8 2 4 6 8 
4.61e-08 5.81e-05 2.80e-5 2.44e-10 4.26e-04 
••^Ig. 2 3 5 7 9 3 5 6 8 3 6 79 4 5 6 7 2 4 6 8 
4.61e-08 4.22e-05 2.80e-5 2.39e-10 4.26e-04 
Alg. 3 3 5 7 9 3 5 6 8 2 5 6 8 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 8 
4.61e-08 4.22e-05 7.49e-6 2.39e-10 4.26e-04 
Opt. 3 5 7 9 3 5 6 8 2 5 6 7 2 5 6 7 2 4 6 8 
4.61e-08 4.22e-05 7.49e-6 2.39e-10 4.26e-04 
3.3.1 Segmentation Method Using the Link-Load Correlation Model 
The assumption of the previous section, i.e., the success probabilities in disjoint 
segments are statistically independent, is still needed when link-load correlation is con­
sidered. With this assimiption, the success probability of an end-to-end call, 5(V'), can 
still be computed as 
AT+l 
s{v)=n /i (3-7) 
«=i 
where /,- is the success probability on segment i. 
For lack of space, we omit explaining of the details of the link-load correlation model 
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and ask the reader to refer to [47, 48] when necessary. Referring to Figure 3.1, we denote 
Pn{i) be the probability that a new call enters the network at node i and uses link i on 
wavelength Ai given that Aj is not used by another call on link i. Let F be the number 
of wavelengths per fiber. Then the success probability on segment /, {i < K +1), is 
given by 
= n hik)]'', (3.8) 
where p{i) = 1 — p(i) and P„(«) = 1 — Pn(0-
Let Yi be the success probability on one wavelength on segment i. Thus, 
n P n U ) .  (3.9) 
Our goal is to select a placement vector V to maximize 5(V'') with 
/,  = i-(i-v;.)'^. (3.10) 
We cannot apply Theorem 1 directly here because the product of V; is not a constant 
any more. Instead of having a set of positive numbers as in the link-load independence 
model, we have two sets of positive numbers, p{i) and Ai(')- for ^^•ch segment, we need 
to select p{i) for the first link and Pn(') for other links in each segment so that the 
product in each segment is approximately equal. 
Note again that we are considering a sparse wavelength conversion network. The 
nodes, which have converters, are a small fraction of all nodes in the network. The 
success probability on segment i, Yi defined in Eq. 3.9, usucilly include one p{i) and 
several Pn{i)s. For a reasonable blocking probability of end-to-end calls, p{i), is not 
small. Therefore Yi would be dominated by the product of Pn{i)- Knowing these facts, 
we propose to use the following approximation: 
Let X  be the geometric mean of the ratios of p { i )  to Pn{i)', that is. 
i=N-l . 
x = «  n  
^ t=0 ^n{i) 
X is a constant since both pi and Pn{i) are known. Then p{ i )  can be approximately 
computed as 
p{ i )  ~  P n { i ) X  
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The product of V- = /)(u,-i)nj6L(v,_,+i,vi)^n(i) for all the segments is given as 
ft'+l AT+l 
n^- = n PnU)) 
1=1 1=1 
K+l 
= n p-o)) 
'=l j€l.(fi-i + l,u.) 
= X^^-^'YlPnii). (3.11) 
1=0 
Since .V is a constant and the product of Pn(i) is also a constant on a path, the product 
of Yi becomes a constant too, and 0 < Vi- < 1. This approximation is shown to be valid 
when we compare the results obtained using this approximation with the optimal results 
in the next section. Note from Eqs 3.7, 3.10 and 3.11 that Theorem 1 is applicable to 
this problem because Eq. 3.11 is a constant. Thus an optimal placement 
with the consideration of link-load correlation can be achieved if the success probability 
of each segment is equal on the path. 
Following the previous section, to identify a segment, we can compute the success 
probability on one wavelength of successive links and compare it with the geometric 
mean of the success probability of each segment. The geometric mean of V;, /V/, can be 
derived as 
M = X "V \ ' ff' P»(<). (3.12) 1=0 
By computing Yi for each segment and comparing it with the target constant M, a 
path can be easily divided into K-f-1 segment. The first and second algorithms described 
in the previous section can also be applied here after a little modification: Eq. (3.12) 
is used instead of Eq. (3.6) to compute the geometric mean of the success probability 
on a segment. The function Get_next_placement(), used to compute the next converter 
location given the last converter is placed at node last, is replaced by a new function. 
Get .next _LtoR() shown in Table 3.7. In the new function, we compute the success 
probability using both pi and Pn{i)-
The third algorithm, selecting a segment from both left side and right side, cannot be 
applied directly because the first element of a segment success probability Yi is p{i). It is 
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Table 3.7 Get next converter location from left to right considering link-load 
correlation 
int Get-nextJjtoR(int last, float M, float& V) 
var float Y"; int i; 
begin 
Y — Plast'i 
for( i = last+l; i < N; i++) begin 
Y" — Y'  P„(i); 
if(fabs(V'' - iV/) < fabs(y" - M) ) 
return i; 
else 
V" = Y" 
end; 
end. 
difBcult to predict where the first element is if we compute V'; from right to left. However, 
this problem can be solved by considering the product of /9,_i and Pn{i) together instead 
of Pi or Pn{i) individually, when we compute a converter location from right to left. If 
the temporary success probability Y' is not close to M, the segment is expanded to the 
next link, and Y' is computed as Y' = — A new version of the function 
Get_next_placement is given in Table 3.8. 
Table 3.8 Get next converter location from right to left considering link-load 
correlation 
int Get-next _RtoL( int last, floatM, float& Y') 
var float Y"; int i; 
begin 
^ — Plasti 
for( i = last: i > 0: i—) begin 
Y" = ^ Pi-,Pn{i) ; 
if(fabs(r' - M) < fabs(y" - M) ) 
return i; 
else 
Y' = Y" 
end; 
end. 
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Table 3.9 From left or right considering link-load correlation 
LorRXLC(p,P„, N, K) 
var float fl=fk=0, Y' = 1, M = P.CO: 
var int Lp=Rp = 0, path-begin = 0, path-end = N-1, i = 0; 
begin while( (i < K 4-1) (Lp < Rp)) begin 
Lp = Get_next-LtoR(path_begin, M ,  / £ ) ;  
Rp = Get-next_RtoL(path.end, M, /}j); 
If ( fabs(/[ - M )  <  f n  -  M ) )  begin 
/ * / £  i s  c l o s e r  t o  M * /  
Place a converter at Lp; 
V" = /£; 
path-begin = Lp; 
end; 
Else begin /*/R is closer to M * /  
Place a converter at Rp; 
y  = f k - ^  
path_end = Rp; 
end; 
i++; 
end; 
end. 
The idea of selecting converter location from both sides can be used when link-load 
correlation is considered. A detailed description of the algorithm is shown in Table 3.9. 
3.3.2 Numerical Results and Discussions 
The converter placement for different traflBc matrices considering link-load correlation 
is compared with optimal results using dynamic programming in this section. Similar to 
the previous section, we set N = 10, and F=10. The link loads as shown in Table 3.10 
are computed from the traffic matrix [Aa^]. The constant link load is achieved by setting 
Pn(0) = p, and pn{i) = p- Ei=o - l),i = - 1, and A.y = ^ 
for j > i [33]. The second utilization pattern, m-linear, is obtained by setting A,y = 
0.01,i,y = 0,1,...,iV. The traffic matrix of the third utilization pattern is set to 
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Table 3.10 Wavelength utilizations computed from the traffic matrices 
links H  H  H  U  K  
constant(c) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
m-linear(ml) 0.10 0.12 0.24 0.28 0.30 
nonuniform(au) 0.12 0.19 0.24 0.27 0.28 
uniform(u) 0.07 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.23 
links /6 I T L A  ^9 /lO 
constant (c) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
m-linear(ml) 0.30 0.28 0.24 0.12 0.10 
nonuniform(nu) 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.19 0.12 
uniform (u) 0.23 0.22 0.18 0.14 0.07 
Table 3.11 Converter placements and blocking probabilities with the considera­
tion of the link-load correlation 
nu2 «2 C4 mU 
Alg. 1 4 6 4 6 3 5 7 9 3 4 5 6 
2.88e-04 3.83e-06 1.71e-04 3.24e-05 
Alg. 2 4 7 4 5 3 6 8 9 3 4 5 6 
3.52e-04 5.80e-06 1.63e-04 3.24e-05 
Alg. 3 4 6 4 6 3 6 8 9 3 4 5 7 
2.88e-04 3.83e-06 1.63e-04 3.13e-05 
Opt. 4 6 4 6 36 8 9 3 4 5 7 
2.88e-04 3.83e-06 1.63e-04 3.13e-05 
Ajrf = 0.04/|i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  iV, which may be more practical in a path network. 
The last traffic matrix is randomly generated with uniform distribution U(0.005, 0.01). 
The link loads axe shown in Table 3.10. The corresponding converter locations and 
the blocking probabilities using the three algorithms are shown in Table 3.11. We ob­
served from Table 3.11 that when the number of nodes with wavelength converters are 
small in a network and the link loads are not high for the reasonable blocking probabil­
ity, the results obtained are same as that of using the dynamic programming method, 
wh ich  ha s  t he  complex i t y  o f  0 { N ^ K ) .  
A ring is a popular topology in optical networks. After placing a converter at a node 
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in a ring network, tlie ring can be divided into a path as in [33]. Our results show that 
the algorithms are also applicable to ring networks. The results are omitted for lack of 
space. 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we considered the optimal converter placement problem for a given 
number of converters on a path topology. We first proposed and proved that optimal 
placement considering end-to-end calls are obtained when the segments on a path have 
equal success probability. The result in [33] showing that uniform placement of convert­
ers is optimal for the end-to-end performance when the link loads are uniform is a natural 
corollary included in this result. Then the theory was used to achieve optimal converter 
placement using both the link-load independence model and the link-load correlation 
model. Three implementation algorithms with linear complexity were introduced. 
The results indicate that the optimal placement considering end-to-end calls can be 
obtained with linear complexity using the segmentation algorithm under different traffic 
patterns. Since a ring topology can be easily divided into a path [33], the algorithms 
can also be applied to ring networks. 
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4 MUTIFIBER WDM NETWORKS 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we introduced efficient algorithms to place wavelength con­
verters in sparse wavelength conversion networks. However, as we mentioned in Chapter 
1, the technologies of wavelength conversion have not been mature yet. The cost of an 
all-optical wavelength converter is likely to remain high in the near future. Multifiber 
WDM network is an alternative solution to conquer the wavelength continuity constraint 
[20, 59, 60]. In multifiber WDM networks, each link consists of multiple fibers, and each 
fiber carries information on multiple wavelengths. A wavelength that cannot continue 
on the next hop can be switched to another fiber using an optical cross-connect (OXC) 
if the same wavelength is free on one of the other fibers. Thus, multiple fibers in WDM 
networks have similar effect as the limited wavelength conversion. 
There have been considerable interests to analyze the blocking performance of mul­
tifiber WDM networks. The independent wavelength load model in [47] is extended to 
multifiber networks in [21]. The results of this model are not numerically accurate for 
Poisson traffic because of the assumption that the load on one wavelength is indepen­
dent of those on the other wavelengths on a link. The link load independence model 
proposed in [17] is extended to multifiber networks in [19]. However, this independent 
model is not accurate [19]. It overestimates the blocking performance for F = 1 and 
underestimates for F > 1 in a mesh-torus network. The blocking performance models 
for first-fit wavelength assigrmient in [16, 18] axe also proposed to be applicable in mul­
tifiber networks. However, both of these models require intensive computation due to 
their iterative procedure to solve the Erlang fixed-point equation. Multifiber WDM net­
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works have also been studied in [20, 59]. Much research has been done in the literature 
on WDM networks with limited wavelength conversion [61, 62, 63, 64]. Several analyt­
ical models have been proposed to analyze the blocking performance of such networks. 
A simple analytical model is developed in [32] for two-hop and multi-hop paths. .A.n 
model to compute blocking probabilities for mesh-torus networks is presented in [63]. \ 
more general model that can be used in any topology is proposed in [64]. However, this 
model can only be used in networks with small values of conversion degree, because of 
the approximation made in the model. Since link-load correlation is not considered, the 
analysis may not be accurate for sparse network topologies. 
We study the effect of multiple fibers in circuit-switched all-optical WDM networks in 
this chapter. new analytical model, a multifiber link-load correlation (MLLC) model, 
is proposed in Section 4.2 to compute the blocking performance in multifiber networks. 
To our knowledge, this is the first analytical model taking into account the link-load 
correlation in multifiber WDM networks. Comparing to the link independence model in 
[19], the MLLC model is an accurate and general model that is applicable to not only 
regular networks but also irregular networks. In Section 4.3 we show that our correlation 
model is accurate for a variety of network topologies by comparing the analytical results 
with the simulation results. We show, by using analytical and simulation models, that 
a limited number of fibers is sufficient to provide similar performance as that in full-
wavelength-convertible networks. Our conclusions are presented in Section 4.4. 
4.2 A Multifiber Link-Load Correlation Model 
We propose a new analytical model to compute the blocking performance of multi-
fiber WDM networks in this section. Our model is based on the Markov-chain (MC) 
model in [31], which is accurate and has modest computing complexity in single-fiber 
WDM networks. The MC model htis been introduced in Chapter 2. Similar to the 
assumptions in the MC model, we assume Poisson input traffic with arrival rate A at 
each node auid exponentially distributed call holding time with mean l/ft. A single path 
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is preselected for each source-destination (s-d) pair, and a wavelength assigned to a con­
nection is randomly selected with uniform distribution from the set of free wavelengths 
on that path. We assume that F, the number of fibers/link, and W, the number of 
wavelengths/fiber, are the same on all links and fibers, respectively. We also assume 
that an incoming request on one channel can be switched to any output port using OXC 
as long as the output port has the same wavelength free regardless of which fiber it is 
on. If the wavelength is not free on all of the F fibers, the request is blocked on this 
wavelength. No wavelength converter is available at any node. 
We define a Light Channel (LC) as a wavelength on a fiber on a link. A lightpath 
(LP) is a connection between a s-d pair using the same wavelength on all the links of 
a path. Note that a lightpath consists of several LCs on successive links. However, the 
LCs on a path may or may not be on the same fiber. Let a wavelength trunk (WT) A,-
be a collection of the LCs/LPs using A, on all the fibers. We define a WT "free" on a 
link if the wavelength is free on at least one of the fibers on the link. A WT is "busy" 
on the link otherwise. A WT is "free" on a path if that WT is free on all of the links 
constituting the path. A WT is "busy" on the path otherwise. 
The blocking probability on a /-hop path can be computed recursively by viewing 
the first / — 1 hops as the first hop and the Ith hop as the second hop of a two-hop 
path [31, 17].  Thus we study a two-hop path first  with F fibers on each hop and W 
wavelengths on each fiber as shown in Figure 4.1. Let RwTLc{Nf^\Xf^,Zc2,yf2) be the 
probability that iV/j WTs are free on a two-hop path given that Xf^ WTs are free on 
the first hop of the path, t//j LCs are free on the second hop, and Zc, LCs are busy on 
both of the link occupied by continuing calss from the first to the second hop^. Note 
that the recursive condition to compute the blocking performance of a multihop path 
is satisfied if we can find a closed-form expression of RwTLc{^h\Xfi,Zc2iyf.2) [31]. The 
following notations are needed to obtain the blocking probabilities: 
• Let w  be the number of considered WTs on a link, w  <  W .  w  is used as a 
^We put a hat on the vsuriables for the number of WTs, to differentiate them from the variables for 
the number of LCs on a link, throughout this chapter. 
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Figure 4.1 The IV WTs are divided into two groups 
subscript in the expressions of this chapter to indicate that the computation of the 
expressions is on w WTs. 
• Let be the number of continuing calls on a two-hop path which occupy only 
part of a WT, i.e., do not use all the F LCs on any WT. In other words, no busy 
WT is occupied completely by calls. 
• Let yi,^ be the number of busy LCs occupied by entering calls on the second link 
of the two-hop path. We know that 1/6, = WF — y/^ — 
4.2.1 Computation of i//j) 
The difficulty in computing y/2) results from the continuing calls 
from the first hop to the second hop. To simplify the computation, we divide the W WTs 
on the two-hop path into different groups. The conditional distribution of continuing 
calls is computed in each group. We first divide the W WTs on the two-hop path into 
two groups as shown in Figure 4.1. The first group, G(Zcj), consists of Zc^ busy WTs that 
are occupied completely by continuing calls on both of the links. The other {W — Zc^) 
WTs belongs to the second group, G{W — Zc^), which has {zc^ — Zc^F) continuing calls 
but no busy WT is occupied completely by the continuing calls. RwTLc{Nf2\^fii^c2iyh) 
is given by 
RwTLC[MJ^ |X/j , 2c2, J//2 ) = 
Zc2  ^=0 
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Pl{ZcJ X/, ,  ^C2 ,  y/2) W ^2 ( Xf^ ,  ,  yj^ )y^_9. (4.1) 
where = ^cz — Z^F. Here Pi[Zt:-i\X}^,Zc^,yf^)u,z=w is the probability that Zc^ busy 
WTs are occupied completely by continuing calls given that Xj^ WTs are free on the 
first hop of the path, yj^ LCs are free on the second hop, and Zc^ busy LCs continue 
from the first to the second hop. We assume here that the calls are arranged on the 
two links such that all possible LC configurations to reach the state (-V/,,rcj, j//j) are 
equiprobable^. Thus we can distribute the Zc^ continuing calls to the two links first, then 
distribute the leaving and entering calls on the first and second link to reach the state 
(.V/,,:rcj,i//j). Pi(Zcj|.V/,,Cc2, i//j),„=n^ can be computed as 
0 
0 
/ 
Z,,  + X;.  > W ,  
i/ /2 + Zc^ > W F ,  
(^cj 7-C2 ) y/2 )u; * 
w 
\ 
(4.2) 
Wt 
V-cj J 
otherwise,  
where — ZcyF, and /(^, tu, F) is the number of ways of distributing ; LCs to 
w WTs such that every WT is free. Note that each WT consists of F fibers. Suppose 
i = [f\- is given by [19] 
f { z , w , F )  =  
0 
/ \ 
'wF^ 
wF 
z > {F — l)u; 
i = 0 
f { z -  i F , w - i ,  F )  
otherwise.  
(4.3) 
"The arrival rates actually change with the state of the Markov chain because of blocking on other 
links of the network. However, modeling it in multifiber case would considerably complicate the model. 
We show later that the loss in accuracy due to our assumption is not significant. 
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In Eq. (4.1), is the probability that iV/j WTs are free on a 
two-hop path with w = W — Zc^ WTs, given that Xf^ WTs are free on the first hop of the 
path, y/j LCs are free on the second hop, calls continue from the first to the second 
hop but no busy WT is occupied completely by these continuing calls. To compute 
P2{^!2\^h^^c2-'yh)w-Zc^-' divide the second WT group further into G{Xbi) group 
and G(.V/,) group as shown in Figure 4.2. G{Xb^) group consists of Xt, = — .V/, — Zc2 
busy WTs on the first hop, occupied by continuing calls, or leaving calls, but no busy 
WT is occupied completely by continuing calls. The WTs in the G(X/^) group are 
free WTs on the first hop. The WTs in these two groups may or may not busy on 
the second hop. Recalling our definition of a "free" WT, some LCs may be set up on 
the WTs in G(X/J, but the number of busy LCs on a WT is less than F. Let 
be the number of continuing calls distributed in the G(X6,) group. Then the number 
of continuing calls distributed on the G(X/^) group is — z^^^. Recall that 
t/65 is the busy LCs occupied by entering calls on the second link of the two-hop path. 
Let yx6i be the number of entering calls at the second link in the G{Xbi) group, then 
the number of entering calls in the G{Xf^) group is yxJ^ = Vb^ ~ VXbi- The probability 
in Eq. (4.1) is given by 
z f j  WF-Zc2 -yf2 
E S ' yb2 . '^6,, Xf,  )u,  
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Figure 4.3 The WTs in the G{Xf^) group are divided again into two groups 
^3(4,. , -^^6., -V;. U P s i N j , \ X j , , , y x „  ).v, ,  (4.4) 
where .V6, = =-c2--a^ andyjf^^ = y^-yx,^ - Here -Vfc,, A'/,), 
is the probability that continuing calls are in the subgroup G{Xin) given that 
calls are randomly distributed in the group G{W — Zc^) and no busy WT is occupied 
completely by calls. -PaC-Xt, 
Pz{z^x,yc,X,.XfX = 
(4.5) 
P^^{yXt^\^Xt^^^x,^^yh^^^bl,XfX in Eq. (4.4) is the probability that J/A'^ J LCS are dis­
tributed in the subgroup G{Xtn), given Zx^ , y^ calls are distributed in group 
G(X6,), G(X/,), and G{W - Zc^), respectively. Thus, 
^iivxbi ' -^/i' y^-i ' = 
yh - vx, .  
-^x,^ 
yh 
(4.6) 
/ 
P5{^f2\Xf^,ZXf^,yXf^)^x^ in Eq. (4.4) is the probability that N/^ WTs are free on 
the two-hop path with w WTs, given that all  of the WTs are free on the first  hop, yxf^ 
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LCs are free on the second hop, and z calls continue from the first hop to the second 
hop. To compute P5{Nf^\Xf^,z^Xf^^yXf^)^=Xf^^ divide the G{Xf^) group again into 
two groups. The group G(iV/j) consists of N/^ WTs that are free on both of the first hop 
and the second hop. The other group, consists of iVj, = Xf^ — Nj^ WTs, which 
are free on the first hop but busy on the second hop as shown in Figure 4.3. Let 
be the number of continuing calls distributed in the group G[Nfy^). Then the number 
of continuing calls distributed in the group G{ !^h) is -  -fv^- Let be 
the number of entering calls distributed on the WTs. The number of entering calls 
distributed on the Nj^ WTs is = yx,^ - is derived as 
Psi^h\Xf, ,zi ,yx,X = Et' '=o 
V'V/V 
f i^N^> ' P)9{^f2^ 4;, - -fvb,'yx, ,  -  yN^) 
/ 
yxn 
where g{Nf2',z^>^^^,yiVf^) is the number of ways to distribute z^^^ continuing calls and 
yi^j^ entering calls to N/^ WTs such that every WT is free. g(Nf2, ^Nf^iy^f^) 's given by 
9{N,z,y)  = 
X 
/— \ N F - z  
.  y J 
/ \ 
iF 1 . 1 
J J 
L^J min{iF,z)  
- E E 
1=1 j=0 
A closed-form expression of RwTLc(^/3lX/i, y f j ,Zc2) is obtained as 
RwTLc{Nf^ |X/i ,yf2,Zc2) = 
L^J -'cj-fcjF (W-Zcj)F-zcj-tf/j 
EE E 
K=0 44,=0 yx,^=o 
PliZc2 \^h ' , yh)P3{2Xi^ NQ, -^6i, ) 
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(4.7) 
4.2.2 Computation of Average Blocking Probability 
Let PPiNfi.y/i) be the probability that iV/, wavelengths are free on an /-hop path 
and I//, LCs are free on hop /. We continue to assume that the load on the Ith hop is 
dependant only on the load on the (/ — l)-hop. By viewing the first I —I hops as the first 
hop and the Ith. hop as the second hop of a two-hop path, we can compute the blocking 
probability on the /-hop path using the results for a two-hop path in Eq. (4.7). 
Pf('Vy„!/,,)= E E E 
-•=1=0 
RwTLcO'^fi \Nft-i ,  ^ c„yf,W{Zci Ivf , , )  
5(»/,|x;,_,)fr"(iV/,_.,!/,_,) / > I. (4.8) 
where Ui^cil^fiiyh) is the probability that Zc^ LCs are occupied by continuing calls 
from the first link to the second link given that x/^ LCs are free on the first link, and 
y/j LCs are free on the second link; and S{yfj\xf^) is the probability that y/j LCs are 
free on the second link of a path given that x/( LCs are free on the first link of the path. 
The conditional probabilities, U{zci\xfi,yf^) and 5(j//j|a;/,), can be obtained using Eqs. 
2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The probability that N/^ wavelengths and y/, LCs are free on 
the first  l ink of a path is P6^\Nfi ,yf i)  = Pi(iV/, |0,0,  FW — yj^)w-
4.2.3 Computation of the Parameters 
Let P° be a route between a s-d pair Q using link j ,  Pf - as a route continuing from 
link i to link j. Let Ri be a set of fixed routes for calls that use link i, and j be the 
set of fixed routes for calls that continue from link i to link j. Let A-, Ay, and Afj be the 
arrival rates of calls entering at link i, leaving link j, and continuing from link i to link 
j, respectively. A®, Ay, cind Afy are given by 
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(4.10) 
(4.11) 
These arrival rates are used to compute the steady-state probability U{^C2\^fiiyf2) ^.nd 
5(i//j|x/j) defined in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 in Chapter 2, respectively. Let l{a) be the length 
of a path between a s-d pair a. Let R be the number of s-d pairs in the network, and 
PB be the network-wide average blocking probability. PB is given by 
F W  
Pb=I:E''6°'(0,!//)/K. (4.12) 
a yi=0 
4.2.4 Implementation and Complexity Analysis 
The above equations shows an approach on how to compute the steady-state proba­
bility of a path that has i free wavelength trunks. The performance analyses of different 
routing algorithms in the next section are based on these equations. Comparing to the 
link-load correlation model for single fiber networks [31], the MLLC model has the same 
computational complexity except for the computation of the free VVT distribution on 
a two-hop path, RwrLci^hl^h-'Hh'' However, /?vKTLc(^V/j|A7,,i//2,-c2) does not 
depend on any network topology and traffic arrival rate. The only parameters needed to 
compute RwTLc{^h\^h^yh-:^ci) 's the number of fibers per link, F, and the number 
of wavelengths per fiber, W. Thus RwrLci^hl^hiVhi^ci) can be computed offline. 
The results can be used repeatedly in different topologies and traffic patterns, as long 
as they have the same number of fibers per link and wavelengths per fiber. 
We present a new analytical model that can be used for both regular and irregular 
multifiber WDM networks in this section. In the next section, we evaluate the caJl 
blocking performance for three different topologies. 
4.3 Numerical Results and Analysis 
In this section, we assess the accuracy of the MLLC model by comparing it with the 
simulation results. We also compare the MLLC model with the multifiber independence 
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model presented in [19] and show that the MLLC model yields closer solutions to the 
simulation results than the independence model. The MLLC model is applied to two 
regular topologies, the ring and the mesh-torus networks, and an irregular NSF T1 
backbone network (NSFnet) [15]. We are interested in finding the effect of multifibers 
on these networks. The question we attempted to answer is how many fibers are required 
to provide similar performance as that in a full-wavelength-convertible network. 
In the networks we studied, the link capacity is fixed at 24 light channels, i.e., FW = 
24 on each link. We vary the number of fibers on each link, F, from 1,2,3,4,6,8,12 to 
24, and the number of wavelengths on each fiber is varied by W = 24/F accordingly. We 
assume Poisson traffic arrives at each node, and the destination for an arrival request 
is uniformly distributed among other nodes^. We adjust the traffic load such that the 
blocking probabilities are around 10"^. Each data point in the simulations was obtained 
using 10® call arrivals. 
We first study a 10-node unidirectional ring network in which the gain of using wave­
length converters is limited. The call blocking probability against the number of fibers 
per link is plotted in Figure 4.4. The traffic load is 2 Erlangs per node. Wavelength 
converters are useful to reduce the blocking probability in the mesh-torus networks. A 
5x5 mesh-torus network with node traffic of 17 Erlangs is studied. The results are 
shown in Figure 4.5. Analytical and simulation results are plotted for different fiber-
wavelength pair configurations. The close match between the analytical and simulation 
results and the fact that the analytical results follow the trend of the simulation results 
indicate that the model is adequate in analytically predicting the performance in ring 
and mesh-torus topologies. For comparison, we also plot the analytical results obtained 
from the independence model in [19]. It is seen that the independence model severely 
overestimated the blocking probability when the number of fibers per link, F, is small, 
and underestimated the blocking when F is larger. We observed that 6 fibers per link 
in the ring and 4 fibers per link in the mesh-torus, tire suflBcient to provide similar per-
^The MLLC model could sklso be used for non-uniformly distributed traffic using Eqs. (4.9), 4.10) 
and (4.11). The uniform distribution assumption is made only for simplicity. Note that link loads in 
NSFnet are non-uniformly distributed. 
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Figure 4.4 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers in a 10-aocle 
unidirectional ring network. The number of LCs per link are 
fixed at 24 
formance as that in full-wavelength-convertible networks (F=24, W=l). Recalling that 
multiple fibers has similar effect as limited wavelength conversion in WDM networks, 
our observation is coincident with the results in [32], which showed that with a conver­
sion bandwidth that covers only 25% of the whole transmission bandwidth, the blocking 
probability is almost identical to the one with full-range conversion. 
The above two regular topologies have been intensively studied in the literature 
[32, 21]. However, few anzilytical models are applicable in irregular multifiber networks. 
We apply the MLLC model to the NSFnet and show the results in Figure 4.6. The 
traffic load per node is 12 Erlangs. It is seen that the analytical results follow the trend 
of the simulation results. No result of the independence model is shown in the figure 
because the independence model is not applicable in irregular networks. We observe that 
the full wavelength conversion (F=24, W=l) in the NSFnet does not improve much the 
performance compared to no wavelength conversion (F=l, W=24). It is also interesting 
to note that only 4 fibers per link is sufficient to provide similar performance as that of 
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Figure 4,5 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers in a 5x5 
mesh-torus network. The number of LCs per link are fixed at 24 
using full wavelength converters in the NSFnet. 
From the above simulation and analytical results, we know that the MLLC model is 
applicable for both regular and irregular networks. The analytical results are close to 
the simulation results in all of the three examined topologies. We also observe that good 
performance is guaranteed in multifiber networks with a limited number, i.e., 2 — 4, of 
fibers. 
4.4 Conclusions 
We have studied the effect of multiple fibers in circuit-switched all-optical WDM 
networks. To evcJuate the blocking performance of such networks, we have developed 
cin analytical model taking the link-load correlation into account. We have shown that 
the model is accurate for a variety of network topologies by comparing the analytical 
results with the simulation results. Comparing to the independence model of [19], the 
MLLC model is more accurate both in regular networks (the ring, the mesh-torus) and 
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Figure 4.6 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers in the NSFnet. 
The number of LCs per link are fixed at 24 
irregular networks (the NSFnet). 
An important conclusion of our study is that a multifiber network has similar blocking 
performance as that in a full-wavelength-convertible network, if we select the wavelength-
fiber-pairs adequately. A limited number of fibers is sufficient to guarantee high network 
performance. Most of the current optical networks are built on multiple fibers. Multifiber 
WDM networks without wavelength conversion is not only a feasible, but also a desirable 
choice under current technologies. 
so 
5 FIBER REQUIREMENT IN MULTIFIBER WDM 
NETWORKS WITH ALTERNATE-PATH ROUTING 
5.1 Introduction 
We presented an analytical model to compute the blocking performance of multifiber 
WDM networks with fixed-path routing in Chapter 4. Since the cost of a multifiber 
network is likely to be higher than a single-fiber network (more amplifiers and multi­
plexer/demultiplexer), the design goal of a multifiber network is to achieve high network 
performance with the minimum number of fibers per link. Thus an important problem 
in multifiber networks is to determine how many fibers are required on each link to 
guarantee high network performance that is similar to a network with full-range wave­
length converters at every node. This fiber requirement may depend on many factors, 
e.g., the network topology, traffic patterns, the number of wavelengths per fiber, and 
the routing algorithm employed in the network. A similar problem has been studied in 
[54, 60] under static traffic. We study the fiber requirement under dynamic traffic in 
different topologies with alternate-path routing in this chapter. 
The wavelength assignment problem in multifiber WDM networks has been studied 
in [19, 20]. Different wavelength assignment algorithms in multifiber networks are com­
pared in [19]. A sophisticated wavelength assignment algorithm, M^, is developed. 
The results show that the M 53 algorithm performs much better than other algorithms 
in multifiber networks. A relative capacity loss (RCL)wavelength assignment algorithm 
is presented in [20]. The blocking probability of the RCL algorithm is 5% — 30% better 
than the A/^ depending on the traffic demands and network topology, but has the 
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same worst cast time complexity of iV/^Z (at least asymptotically) [20]. There have been 
considerable interests to analyze the blocking performance of multifiber WDM networks 
[19, 21]. A review of the Uterature is shown in Chapter 4. A Multifiber Link-Load 
Correlation (MLLC) model presented in Chapter 4 and [38] is more accurate than the 
models in [19, 21]. The analytical and simulation results show that a limited number 
of fibers per link is sufficient to guarantee high network performance in the ring, the 
mesh-torus, and the NSF Tl backbone networks. 
Routing and wavelength assignment algorithms (RWAA) play a key role in WDM 
networks [16]. The current research on multifiber networks has focused on fixed-path 
routing (FPR) algorithms, i.e., a request is blocked if no wavelength is free on the pres­
elected path between a source-destination (s-d) pair, .\lternate-path routing (APR), in 
which a request blocked on one path is overflowed to an alternate path, can significantly 
improve the network performance [12] in single-fiber networks. We study the effects of 
multiple fibers in WDM networks with the APR in this chapter. The question we at­
tempt to answer is how many fibers per link are required to guarantee high performance 
in a WDM network with the APR. We use and extend the MLLC model in the previous 
chapter to analyze the performance of WDM networks with the APR. Our model is a 
generalized model that can be used in both regular and irregular networks. We observe 
that the number of fibers required to guarantee high performance is slightly higher in the 
APR than the FPR. However, a limited number of fibers are still sufficient to guarantee 
that the blocking performance of a multifiber WDM network is similar to the blocking 
performajice of a full-wavelength-convertible network. 
This chapter is organized as follows. The MLLC model presented in the previous 
chapter is extended to analyze the performance of the APR in Section 5.2. An itera­
tive approach is proposed to solve the Erlang-map equation introduced by the APR in 
multifiber networks. The accuracy of the zinalytical model is assessed in Section 5.3 by 
compeiring the analytical results to the simulation results. The numerical results show 
that the performance of the APR is much better than that of the FPR in multifiber 
networks. The number of required fibers per link is slightly higher in the APR than the 
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FPR to provide high network performance. However, a small number of fibers per link 
are still sufficient to guarantee high network performance in both the regular mesh-torus 
networks and the irregular NSFnet. We make our concluding remarks in Section 5.4. 
5.2 Analysis of the Alternate-Path Routing 
We have presented the MLLC model for fixed-path routing in the previous chapter. 
The MLLC model provides a method to analyze the status of each path. Let Q^{i) be 
the probability that the path connecting s-d pair a has i free wavelength trunks. Let 
l{p) be the length of path p. Using the results in Chapter 4, Q^ii) is given by 
F\v 
(5-1) 
y/=0 
where is the probability that Nj, wavelengths are free on an /-hop path 
and t//, LCs are free on hop L  P e \ N f , , y / i )  is given in Eq. 4.8. Thus the stable-state 
distribution of the number of free wavelength trunks on a path can be computed using 
Eq. (5.1). The input parameters of the MLLC model is the network traffic specified by 
the rate of leaving calls from link i (A'), the rate of entering calls at link j (Ap, and the 
rate of continuing calls from link i to link j (A^^ ). Here i,j are the links of a network. The 
carried network traffic is determined by routing and wavelength assignment algorithms 
in WDM networks. Different routing algorithms generate different network traffics that 
determine the network performance. For the fixed-path routing, the link traffics, e.g., 
the arrival rates of calls entering at link i, Af, leaving from link j. Ay, and continuing from 
link i to link j, Afj, can be computed using Eqs. (4.10), (4.11), ajid (4.9), respectively. 
We analyze the performance of alternate-path routing (APR) in this section. We are 
interested in finding the effects of multiple fibers in the performance of alternate-path 
routing, i.e., how many fibers per link are required to ensure high network performance. 
In the following ancdysis, we make the following similtir assumptions as in Chapter 4: 
• We assume Poisson input traffic with arrival rate A at each node and exponentially 
distributed call holding time with mean l/fi. 
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• Each link consists of F fibers, and each fiber consists of W wavelengths. 
• An incoming request on one channel can be switched to any output port using 
OXC as long as the output port has the same wavelength free regardless of which 
fiber it is on. If the wavelength is not free on all of the F fibers, the request is 
blocked on this wavelength. No wavelength converter is available at any node. 
In the alternate-path routing, a set of paths are precomputed statically for each s-d 
pair and stored sequentially at the sources nodes according to specified criteria, e.g., the 
path length. Upon the arrival of a connection request at a source node, the paths are 
searched sequentially. The first path that has free wavelengths available is selected, and 
one wavelength is uniformly randomly selected to establish the connection. The request 
is blocked only if all of the candidate paths have no free wavelengths. Note that the 
number of paths for each s-d pair is restricted to two for easy discussion in this model. 
The model can be easily extended to consider more than two paths. However, we assume 
that the overflowed traffic is still Poisson traffic. This assumption may not be valid if 
more alternate paths are used. Our simulation results also show that using more than 
two paths does not significantly improve the network performance. 
In the aJtemate-path routing, the traffic load of a link consists of two parts: (1) the 
loads carried on the first paths that pass through the link; (2) the loads overflowed from 
the first paths and carried on the second paths that pass through the link. Thus, the 
link load cannot be directly obtained from the offered traffic without the knowledge of 
the blocking probability on each path. The probability of blocking is in turn dependent 
on the arrival rate to the links. This leads to a system of coupled non-linear equations 
called the Erlang map [55]. We develop an iterative approach to solve the no-linear 
equations. 
We need the following notations to compute the blocking probability: 
• Let be a set of the first paths that use link i, «ind R\j be a set of the first paths 
that continue from link i to link j. Let be a set of the second paths that use 
l ink  i ,  and R f j  be  a  se t  of  the  second pa ths  tha t  cont inue  f rom l ink  i  to  l ink  j .  
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• Let PBI, be the blocking probability on the first path of a s-d pair a, and be 
the blocking probability on the second path of a. 
• Denote pa as a path connecting a s-d pair a. 
• Let c be a small positive number that is used as convergence criterion. 
The noa-linear equations can be solved iteratively using the following procedure: 
1. Set PB = Psa = Pai = 0; 
2. Compute the traffic loads entering at link i  (A,), leaving from link j (Aj), and the 
load continuing from link i to link j (A,j): 
A , i =  L  A , ( l - P e i ) +  Z  -  P b J ) ;  ( 5 . 2 )  
Po6ft'j Pa€/i?j 
A i =  E  A „ ( l - P B i ) +  E  ( 5 . 3 )  
Pa€fi,' 
Ai= E E A„PBi(l-Pfli)-Ao; (5.4) 
PoSftJ Pa6fiJ 
3. Compute Q^(i) using Eq. 5.1. The new values of the blocking probability on the 
first and second path of a are 
and 
Pfll = «(0) 
PBi=Q?m 
respectivelys; 
4. Compute the new value of the average blocking probability 
-FT- Ea PbIPBI 
= ifli 
5. If (|PB - PB\ <e ), exit; otherwise let PBI = Pal,  Psl  = Psl,  Pa = PB, go to 
Step 2. 
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5.3 Numerical Results and Analysis 
In this section, we assess the accuracy of our analysis model by comparing it with the 
simulation results. The MLLC model is applied to a 5 x 5 mesh-torus network, and an 
irregular NSF Tl backbone network (NSFnet) with fixed-path routing and Alternate-
path routing. We are interested in finding the effect of multifibers on these networks 
with different routing algorithms. The question we attempted to answer is how many 
fibers are required to provide similar performance as that in a full-wavelength-convertible 
network. 
In the networks we studied, the link capacity is fixed at 24 light channels, i.e., FW = 
24 on each link. We vary the number of fibers on each link, F, from 1,2,3,4,6,8,12 
to 24, and the oumber of wavelengths on each fiber by W = 24/F accordingly. We 
assume Poisson traffic arrives at each node, and the destination for an arrival request 
is uniformly distributed among other nodes^. We adjust the traffic load such that the 
blocking probabilities are around 10"^. Each data point in the simulations was obtained 
using 10® call arrivals. In the approximate analysis of the .APR, multiple iterations are 
required and the convergence criterion is set to be 10"® for the blocking probabilities. 
Wavelength converters are useful to reduce the blocking probability in the mesh-torus 
networks. We first study a 5 x 5 mesh-torus network. The call blocking probability 
against the number of fibers per link is plotted in Figure 5.3. The traffic load is 12 
Erlangs per node for the fixed-path routing, and 17 Erlangs per node for the alternate-
path routing as shown in Figure 5.3.a and 5.3.b, respectively. The analytical results 
closely match the simulation results in both the fixed-path routing and the alternate-
path routing, which indicates that the model is adequate in analytically predicting the 
performance of SPR and APR in mesh-torus networks. 
We observed from the figures that the network performance of using a full-range wave­
length converter (F=24, W=l) at every node is much better than using no wavelength 
^The MLLC model could also be used for non-uniformly distributed traffic using Eqs. (5.2), (5.3) 
and (5.4). The uniform distribution assumption is made only for simplicity. Note that link loads in 
NSFnet are non-uniformly distributed. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.1 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers ina 5 x 5 
mesh-torus network using (a) fixed-path routing, traffic load is 
12 Erlangs per node, and (b) alternate-path routing, traffic load 
is 17 Erlangs per node. The number of LCs per link are fixed at 
24 
conversion (F=l, W=24) in the fixed-path routing (more than one order of magnitude). 
Using full wavelength conversion improves the blocking performance even further, around 
two order of magnitudes, if the alternate-path routing is used. However, the network 
blocking probabili ty decreases sharply with the increasing number of fibers per l ink F, 
when F is small. The performance improvement becomes less significant after 2—4 fibers 
per link are used in the fixed-path routing and 4 — 6 fibers per link in the alternate-path 
routing. Thus, routing algorithms affect the benefits of using multiple fibers per link 
in WDM networks. The alternate-path routing requires more fibers per link than the 
fixed-path routing. However, only very limited number of fibers per link are required for 
both the fixed-path routing and the alternate-path routing. 
The mesh-torus network has been intensively studied in the literature [32, 21]. How­
ever, few analytical models are applicable to irregular multifiber networks. We apply 
the analytical model to the NSFnet and show the results in Figure 5.3. The traffic load 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.2 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers in the NSF Tl 
backbone network using (a) fixed-path routing, traffic load is 12 
Erlangs per node, and (b) alternate-path routing, traffic load is 
17 Erlangs per node. The number of LCs per link are fixed at 
24 
per node is 12 Erlangs for the fixed-path routing and 17 Erlangs for the alternate-path 
routing. It is seen that the analytical results follow the trend of the simulation results 
for both of the routing algorithms. In the NSFnet, full wavelength conversion (F=24, 
W=l) at every node does not improve much the performance compared to no wavelength 
conversion (F=l, W=24). It is also interesting to note that only 4 fibers per link in the 
fixed-path routing, and 6 fibers per link in the alternate-path routing, are sufficient to 
provide similar performance to using full wavelength converters in the NSFnet. 
5.4 Conclusions 
We have studied the effect of multiple fibers in all-optical WDM networks with 
alternate-path routing in this chapter. We use and extend a multifiber link-load cor­
relation model presented in Chapter 4 to evaluate the blocking performance of such 
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aetworks. We have shown that the model is accurate for a variety of network topologies 
by comparing the analytical results with the simulation results. 
We observed that routing algorithms affect the benefits of using multiple fibers on 
each link in WDM networks. The number of fibers required to provide high performance 
using alternate-path routing is slightly higher than in the fixed-path routing. However, a 
limited number of fibers are sufficient to guarantee high performance in both fixed-path 
routing and alternate-path routing. 
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6 DYNAMIC ROUTING IN MULTIFIBER WDM 
NETWORKS 
6.1 Introduction 
As we have seen in Chapter 2, dynamic routing approaches are more efficient than 
static routing methods. Analytical and simulation results [12, 16, 18] show that the 
dynamic routing method can significantly improve the network performance compared 
to the fixed-path routing and alternate-path routing. However, most of the current 
research on dynamic routing has focused on single-fiber WDM networks. We study 
the performance of multifiber WDM networks with the fixed-paths least-congestion (M-
FPLC) routing in this chapter. 
In the .M-FPLC, we first statically compute a set of routes to be used for each 
source-destination pair in a network and store the route information at each source 
node. Upon arrival of a connection setup request, the least congested route is selected 
to set up the request. The request is blocked if no channel is free on any route. Much 
research has been done in obtaining the call blocking performance of single-fiber WDM 
networks [17, 31, 39, 47, 65]. The analytical models proposed for multifiber networks 
with different routing algorithms have been reviewed in Chapter 4 and 5. We use and 
extend the multifiber link-load correlation (MLLC) model developed in 4 to analyze the 
performance of multifiber WDM networks with the M-FPLC routing in this chapter. 
The new analytical model is a generalized model that can be used in both regular and 
irregular networks. 
As we have mentioned in the previous chapter, the cost of a multifiber network is 
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likely to be higher than a single-fiber network (more amplifiers and multiplexer/demultiplexer). 
The design goal of a multifiber network is to achieve high network performance with the 
minimum number of fibers. An important problem in multifiber networks is to decide 
how many fibers per link are required to guarantee high network performance that is 
similar to a network with full-range wavelength converters at every node. This fiber 
requirement may depend on many factors, e.g., the network topology, traffic patterns, 
the number of wavelengths per fiber, and the routing algorithm employed in the net­
work. We have seen in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that a limited number of fibers are 
sufficient to guarantee that the network performance of a multifiber network is similar 
to that of a full-wavelength-convertible network. We study the fiber requirement under 
dynamic traffic in different topologies with dynamic routing in this chapter. We observe 
that the number of fibers required to provide high performance in a multifiber network 
with dynamic routing is higher than those multifiber networks with fixed-path routing 
and alternate-path routing. However, multifiber networks with dynamic routing can 
still achieve similar blocking performance to full-wavelength-convertible networks with 
limited number of fibers. 
This chapter is organized as follows. The link-load correlation model is extended to 
analyze the performance of the M-FPLC routing in multifiber WDM networks in Section 
6.2. An iterative approach is proposed to solve the Erlang-map equation introduced by 
the M-FPLC in multifiber networks. The accuracy of the analytical model is assessed in 
Section 6.3 by comparing the analytical results to the simulation results. The numerical 
results show that a small number of fibers per link are sufficient to guarantee high 
network performance in both the regular mesh-torus networks and the irregular NSFnet. 
We observe from the simulation results that the blocking probability increases slightly 
with the increasing number of fibers using the above routing algorithm. This counter-
intuition observation suggests us to develop a new dynamic routing algorithm in Section 
6.4, lightpath (LP)-based M-FPLC, to further improve the blocking performance. We 
make our concluding remarks in Section 6.5. 
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6.2 Analytical Model for the M-FPLC Routing in Multifiber 
WDM Networks 
We propose an analytical model to compute the blocking performance of the M-
FPLC in this section. In the M-FPLC routing, a set of paths is predetermined for each 
s-d pair^. Upon the arrival of a connection request, the least congested path, i.e., the 
path that has the maximum number of free wavelength trunks (defined in the Chapter 
4), is selected to use. If there is a tie, the first path with free wavelength is selected. \ 
wavelength is randomly selected among the free wavelengths to set up the request. The 
call is blocked if no free wavelength is found on all of the paths. Note that the least 
congested path may be computed by a central controller in a network as proposed in 
[18], or using a distributed algorithm [49, 50]. We focus on the performance analysis of 
the M-FPLC routing in this chapter. 
Following Chapter 5, we define Qp^ii) be the probability that the path Pa connecting 
s-d pair a has i free wavelength trunks. Let l{Pa) be the length of path Pa- Qpa{i) is 
given by 
F W  
QpM = 1. • (6-1) 
!//=0 
where is the probability that wavelengths are free on an /-hop path and 
y/, LCs are free on hop /. PP{Nff,yf,) is given in 4.8 
Qpa{i) gives the stable-state distribution of the number of free wavelength trunks on 
a path. Let PB„ be the probability that a connection request of s-d pair a is blocked. 
In the M-FPLC routing, a request is blocked if none of the two paths connecting a s-d 
pair has free wavelength. Thus PB^ is given by 
Pb, = flp.(o)g^ (o). (6.2) 
Let |/2| be the number of s-d pairs in a network, tind Pg be the network-wide average 
^We restrict the number of paths for each s-d pair to two for easy discussion in this chapter. The 
analytical model can be easily extended to consider mote than two paths. However, more than two 
paths do not significantly improve the blocking performance as observed in our experiments and also 
shown in [18]. 
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blocking probability. PB is given by 
P B= ' £ P BJ \ R \ .  (6.3) 
a 
Eq. 6.3 is used to compute the call blocking probability in a multifiber network with 
the M-FPLC routing. The above analysis assumes that the arrival rates of calls that 
leave a link, continue from a link on to the next link of a path, and enter at a link, A/, Ac 
and Ae respectively, are known. Typically, the traffic in a network is specified in terms 
of the set of offered loads between s-d pairs. The call arrival rates at links have to be 
estimated from the arrival rates of calls to node. The complication in estimating the 
link arrival rates in the M-FPLC routing is that a path for a request is selected using 
the current network status. Thus the arrival rate on each link is continuously changing. 
No steady state is reached in the strict sense when the M-FPLC is used. We propose to 
use a technique based on the Erlang Fixed-Point method for Alternate routing [55] to 
solve this problem. We need the following further notations: 
• Let be a set of the first routes that employ link j ,  and be a set of the 
second routes that employ link j .  
• Let be a set of the first routes that have a subset of route from link i  to j .  
'ij •' 
Let be a set of the second routes that have a subset of route from link i  to j .  
• Let P r { P ^ )  and P r { P ^ )  be the probabilities that a call for a s-d pair a is set up 
on the first and second path, P^ and P^, respectively. 
In the M-FPLC, a call request is set up on the first path if the number of free 
wavelengths on the second path is less than the number of free wavelengths on the first 
path. Otherwise, it is set up on the second path assuming that the path has at least 
one free wavelength. Therefore, 
= («-4) 
t=;l n=0 
P'-(f2)=i;(?,«(i)(i;<3p.(n)). (6.5) 
t=l n=0 
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Recall that A is the call arrival rate at each node. The arrival rate of calls that enter at 
link i and continue to link j, Kihj), becomes 
E APr(P,)+ •£ (6-6) 
p,6R;,j 
The arrival rate of calls that leave from link i ,  includes calls that use link i  as the 
first  or second route,  but do not continue to link j ,  
A,(0= Yi APr(P.)+ E XPr{Pi)-K{hj) .  (6.7) 
P.eRl P.6«? 
The arrival rate of calls that enter at link j, Xe{j)  includes calls that use link j  as the 
first  or second route,  but do not include calls that continue from link i  to link j ,  
\ u ) =  E  > ' P ' - i P i ) +  E  ( 6 . 8 )  
Given the arrival rates to each link, the conditional probabilities S(y/lxp/) and 
l7(Zcly/,Xp/), defined in Chapter 2, can be derived using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). The 
probability that JV/^ WTs are free on a two-hop path given that X/^ VVTs are free 
on the first hop of the path, i//j LCs are free on the second hop, and Zcj LCs are 
busy on both of the link occupied by continuing caJss from the first to the second hop, 
can be computed using Eq. (4.7). Since/2vv'Ti,c(^V/j|X/,,t//j,Cc2) 
depends only on the number of fibers per link, F, and the number of wavelengths per 
fiber,  W. Let c be a small positive number that is used as convergence criterion. Let J 
be the number of links in a network. The algorithm given below iteratively computes 
the approximate average blocking probability. 
1. Initialization. For each source-destination pair a let Pb^ = 0- Choose Ae(i), 
Ac(i,i), and A/(i), j = 1,..., J arbitrarily for all links. 
2. Calculate Qp^ii) for every path of each s-d pair using Eq. (6.1). 
3. Calculate the blocking probability Pb^ for every s-d pair a using Eq. (6.2). If 
maJCa \PBa — PBCI < £ tlien terminate. Otherwise let Pb^ — PB^I go to next step . 
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4. Calculate Ac, A;, and Ag for each link using Eqs. (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8), then go 
back to step 2. 
Since the arrival rate for each link can be computed individually, this method is 
suitable for analysis of irregular networks. The method is aJso applicable to alternate 
routing approaches with small modifications of Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). 
6.3 Numerical Results and Analysis 
In this section, we assess the accuracy of our analysis model by comparing it with 
the simulation results. The analytical model is applied to a 5 x 5 mesh-torus network, 
and an irregular NSF T1 backbone network (NSFnet) with the M-FPLC routing. We 
are interested in finding the effect of multifibers on the blocking performance of these 
networks. The question we attempted to answer is how many fibers are required to 
yield similar performance as that of a full-wavelength-convertible network with dynamic 
routing. 
In the networks we studied, the link capacity is fixed at 24 light channels, i.e., 
FW = 24 on each link. Similar to Chapter 4 and 5, we vary the number of fibers 
on each link, F, from 1,2,3,4,6,8,12 to 24, and the number of wavelengths on each 
fiber by W = 24/F accordingly. We assume Poisson traffic arrives at each node, and 
the destination for an arrival request is uniformly distributed among other nodes^. Each 
data point in the simulations was obtained using 10® call arrivals. In the approximate 
analysis of the M-FPLC routing, multiple iterations are required and the convergence 
criteria, e, is set to be 10"". 
The call blocking probability against the number of fibers per link is plotted in 
Figure 6.1 for a 5 x 5 mesh-torus network (regular) and in Figure 6.2 for the NSFnet 
(irregular). The traffic loads are 26 and 17 Erlangs per node for the two networks, 
respectively. From the figure, we observed that the cmalytical results follow the trend 
-The analytical model could zilso be used for non-uniformly distributed traffic using Eqs. (6.6), (6.7) 
and (6.8). The uniform distribution assumption is made only for simplicity. Note that link loads in 
NSFnet are non-uniformly distributed. 
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Figure 6.1 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers in a 5 x 5 
mesh-torus network with the M-FPLC routing. Traffic loads 
are 26 Erlangs per node. The number of LCs per link is fixed at 
24 
to' 
« Simuianon 
& 
to* 
ao tao 
Figure 6.2 Blocking probability versus the number of fibers in the NSFnet 
using the M-FPLC routing. Traffic loads are 17 Erltings per 
node. The number of LCs per link is fixed at 24 
9 6  
of the simulation results. The analytical results are in good agreement with simulation 
results for small to moderate number of fibers per link (F < 8). The analytical model 
slightly overestimates the blocking probability when F is large. The analytical results 
closely match the simulation results, which indicates that the model is adequate in 
analytically predicting the performance of the M-FPLC routing in different networks. 
We observed from the figures that the network performance of using a full-range 
wavelength converter (F=24, W=l) at every node is much better than using no wave­
length conversion (F=l, W=24) in the mesh-torus network with M-FPLC routing (more 
than one order of magnitude). Such performance improvement is not very significant 
in the irregular NSFnet. However, the network blocking probabilities decrease sharply 
with the increasing number of fibers per link F in both of the networks, when F is small. 
The performance improvement becomes less significant after 6 fibers per link are used 
in the mesh-torus network and 4 fibers per link in the NSFnet. We observe that high 
network performance using the M-FPLC routing is guaranteed with F = 4 and W = 6 
in the NSFnet. 
We also noticed from the simulation results in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 that the best 
performance is achieved when F = 8 in the mesh-torus network and F = 4 in the 
NSFnet. After that, the blocking probability increases slightly with the usage of more 
fibers. This counter-intuitive observation results from the routing rules. In the M-
FPLC routing, the least congested path is the one that has the maximum number 
of free wavelength trunks in multifiber networks. Since a free wavelength trunk may 
consists of one or more free lightpaths from a source to a destination (the maximum 
number is F), a path with more free wavelength trunks is not necessary to have more 
free lightpaths than the other path. Therefore a path with more free resources may not 
be selected to set up a connection. The routing rule, the first path is selected if the two 
paths have the same number of free wavelength trunks, leads the M-FPLC routing to 
the alternate path routing when F = 24, i.e., W = I. It has been shown in Chapter 2 
that the alternate path routing performs poorly compared to the FPLC routing in the 
single-fiber mesh-torus and NSFnet networks. Thus the network performance may be 
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Figure 6.3 Simulation results of a 5 x .5 mesh-torus network using the 
M-FPLC routing. Traffic loads are 48 Erlangs per node. The 
number of LCs per link is fixed at 40 
degraded if too many fibers are used in the above M-FPLC routing. 
6.4 Lightpath-based M-FPLC Routing 
The observation made in the above section suggests a new M-FPLC routing algo­
rithm: instead of counting the number of free wavelength trunks on a path, the least 
congested path should be determined by the number of free lightpaths on a path. We 
cail this new M-FPLC routing algorithm as an LP-based M-FPLC, and the previous 
M-FPLC algorithm as WT-based M-FPLC. These two M-FPLC routing algorithms are 
compared in Figure 6.3 using simulation results. The blocking performance of the alter­
nate path routing [15] is also shown in the figure for compaxison. 
In the simulation, the link capacity is fixed at 40 light channels, i.e., FW = 40 on 
each link. We vary the niunber of fibers on each link, F, from 1,2,4,5,8,10,20 to 40, 
and the number of wavelengths on each fiber by W = 40/F accordingly. We change the 
wavelength assignment algorithm from rzindom to first-fit depicted in Chapter 1, i.e.. 
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Figure 6.4 Simulation results of the NSFnet network using the M-FPLC 
routing. Traffic loads are 29 Erlangs per node. The number of 
LCs per link is fixed at 40 
after a path is determined to use, the first free wavelength with the smallest index is 
s e l e c t e d  t o  s e t  u p  a  c o n n e c t i o n .  T h e  t r a f f i c  l o a d s  a r e  4 8  E r l a n g s  p e r  n o d e  f o r  t h e  5 x 5  
mesh-torus network and 29 Erlangs per node for the NSFnet. We observed from Fig­
ure 6.3 and 6.4 that the LP-based M-FPLC performs much better than the WT-based 
M-FPLC and the alternate path routing in both of the networks when multiple fibers 
are available. The network blocking probability decreases sharply with the increasing 
number of fibers per link, F. For the mesh-torus network, the blocking performance 
is improved continuously with the increasing F, but the rate of the performance im­
provement decreases. For the NSFnet, the best performance is achieved when F = 10. 
After that the blocking probability increases slightly with the increasing F. This ob­
servation suggests that employing more fibers help to improve the network performance 
in the mesh-torus network with LP-based M-FPLC. However, in the irregular NSFnet, 
the benefit of employing multiple fibers is maximized if we keep the F = 8 and W = 5. 
From the wavelength-conversion point of view, the resiUts in Figure 6.3 and 6.4 also 
suggests that limited wavelength conversion is not only a solution to reduce the cost of 
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wavelength converters, but also a solution to obtain high network performance. 
6.5 Conclusions 
We have studied the blocking performance of multifiber WDM networks with the 
M-FPLC routing. Two M-FPLC routing algorithms, WT-based M-FPLC and LP-based 
M-FPLC, are proposed and studied. We have developed a new analytical model based 
on the mutifiber link-load correlation (MLLC) model presented in 4 to evaluate the 
blocking performance of such networks. We have shown that the analytical model is 
accurate for a variety of network topologies by comparing the analytical results with 
the simulation results. We observed that the LP-based M-FPLC routing algorithm 
can use multiple fibers more efficiently than the WT-based M-FPLC and the alternate 
path routing algorithms. In both the mesh-torus and NSFnet networks, limited number 
of fibers is sufficient to guarantee high performance. For the irregular NSFnet, the 
best performance is achieved with F = 4 and W = 6. This observation suggests that 
determining appropriate number of fibers per link is critically important to achieve high 
network performance. 
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7 A PARAMETRIC COST MODEL 
7.1 Introduction 
We have introduced in the previous chapters that using multiple fibers on each link 
is an alternate solution to overcome the wavelength continuity constraint. Our analysis 
and simulation results show that a limited number of fibers per link are sufficient to 
guarantee that the network blocking performance is similar to that of networks with full 
wavelength conversion at every node. However, the cost of a multifiber network cannot 
be compared to a wavelength-convertible network without having a good cost model. 
We develop a parametric system cost model for both multifiber networks and single-
fiber wavelength-convertible WDM networks in this chapter. By comparing the cost of 
different network configurations, we show that a multifiber network is a cost-effective 
solution with current technology. 
7.2 A Cost Model 
We study a general network topology represented by G(V, E, F, VK), which shows 
that the network has (K| nodes, |^| links, each link consists of F fibers, and each fiber 
carries W wavelengths. We consider three cost factors in a WDM network: the cost 
related to (1) a cable {CcabU cost), (2) to a fiber {Cpiber cost), and (3) to a switch 
{CSwitch, cost). We assume that every link has the same configuration, i.e., the number 
of fibers per link, F, and the number of wavelengths per fiber, W, are same throughout 
the network. 
In a WDM network, the cable cost, CcabU, includes digging cost, leasing cost, right 
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of way cost, and cable maintenance cost, etc., which are required before any capacity 
can be used on a link. Different network configurations, i.e., the number of fibers per 
link (F) and the number of wavelengths per fiber (H^), do not affect the cable cost 
significantly. To simplify the cost comparison, we therefore assume that the cable cost of 
a multifiber network is the same as that of a single-fiber wavelength-convertible network. 
This assumption, that either dark fibers are available {Ccabu = 0) or new fibers have 
to be laid out in both multifiber and single-fiber networks, is fundamental in our study. 
In some scenarios, fibers have been exhausted and laying out new fibers is too costly 
and/or too time-consuming, compared to increasing the number of wavelengths per fiber 
and employing wavelength conversion. Multifiber WDM networks may not be a viable 
solution in this case. We consider the general scenarios where optical networks are built 
from green fields or plenty of dark fibers are available, which is assumed the case in 
metropolitan-area networks (MAN), or local-area networks (LANs). 
The fiber cost, CFiber i is the combiaation of costs associated with a fiber. The fiber 
cost typically consists of the cost of physical fibers, optical amplifiers, dispersion com­
pensation components, multiplexers and demultiplexers to terminate a fiber, and signal 
regenerators if installed in the network. Since we consider the fiber cost as a combina­
tion of the costs associated with the fiber, the number of wavelengths that a fiber carries 
affects the fiber cost significantly. One reason is that the components handling more 
wavelengths costs more than the components that handle fewer wavelengths. For exam­
ple a dispersion compensation component that can handle 80 wavelengths on each fiber 
may cost several times more than a compensation component that caji only compensate 
the signals on a fiber consisted of 20 wavelengths. Another reason is that the power 
budget of optical amplifiers such as EDFA decreases with additional wavelengths. As a 
consequence we either have to increase the laser power or decrezise the distance between 
two optical amplifiers. In each case the cost of optical amplifiers for each fiber increases 
with the increasing number of wavelengths per fiber. Therefore the number of wave­
lengths per link, W, has to be considered as a paxcimeter in the fiber cost. We introduce 
a uniformed parameter, CpiberiW), to describe the fiber cost of a network. CFiber[^) is 
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defined as the cost of a fiber with one-unit length and carries W wavelengths. Let i be 
a link of the network, 1 < i < |£^|. CpiberiW) can be computed as 
= ,n, 
ZiJi L{t) 
where L { i )  is the length of link i, and Cpiberih is the fiber cost of link i. We assume 
that Cpiberih is known, or it can be easily calculated by adding up all the cost 
associated with one fiber on link i together. Thus the fiber cost of a multifiber network 
with F fibers per link and VV wavelengths per fiber is approximately given by 
\E\ 
CfibAF. m = FY^CfiberiW) X L(0 . (7.2) 
1=1 
Many components contribute to the cost of a switch, Cswitch- The actual cost depends 
on the architecture and technology used in each switch. In our cost model, we take into 
account the cost of switching elements {CSE) in a switch and the cost of wavelength 
converters {Cconverter{D)) if equipped. To simplify the cost model of an optical switch, 
we consider two general switch architectures with and without wavelength converters, 
as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. Dedicated converters are used for each 
output for each wavelength in the switch shown in Figure 7.2. A converter can also be 
shared by multiple wavelengths. If so, the cost of a wavelength converter would also be 
shared by multiple wavelengths. 
Let j be a node in the network which has \V\ nodes, and Kj be the number of 
incoming/outgoing links at node j. We assume that the optical switch blocks at each 
node are nonblocking Batcher-Banyan switches made up of 2x2 switching elements. 
Let be the number of switching elements of the switch at node j if node j has 
wavelength converters. If node j has no wavelength converter in the optical switch, we 
denote number of switching elements of the switch at node j. and 
are given by [21] 
= KjWF{Z + log2KjWF){log2KjWF)lA , (7.3) 
and 
= KiWF{3 + lomKiWF){log^KjF)H , (7.4) 
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MUX w»w 
MUX W»W F 
Figure 7.1 A node architecture of a multifiber network without wavelength 
converter 
respectively. As we can see from the above equations, Miyc > ^^NWC 
product of W and F as constant, i.e., the link capacities are same for both of the two 
configurations. Thus a wavelength-convertible optical switch may cost more than a 
switch without wavelength conversion, not only because of the extra cost of converters, 
but also the cost of increased number of switching elements. 
To make a fare comparison, we fix the capacity on each link as constant for both 
single-fiber and multifiber networks. We denote the constant as /), i.e., D = WF. The 
total switch cost, Cswitch-wc-, for a single-fiber network with wavelength conversion can 
be computed by 
IV'I 
Csxmtch-WC = CsE X + log2KjD){log2KjD) / A  + D X CconverteriD) . (7.5) 
i=i 
The cost of an optical switch in a multifiber network without wavelength conversion 
is 
IV'I 
Cstuitch-Nwc = CsE X ^  KjD{3 -f- log2KjD){log2KjF)/4 . (7.6) j=i 
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Figure 7.2 A node architecture of a multifiber network with wavelength 
converter 
We know from Eqs. (7.1) and (7.5) that the total cost of a single-fiber network with 
wavelength conversion, Ctotai-SFi is, 
|£| _ H^l 
Ctotal—SF ~  Ccable  +  C Fiberi  D)  ^  +  CsE X ^  I\jD{3 +  log2Kj  D){ log2hj  D) /4  
i=l  j=l  
+D X Cconverter{D)  .  ( ' • ' )  
The total cost of a multifiber network without wavelength conversion, Ctotat-MFi's 
\E\ _ 
Ctotal -MF =  Ccable  + F^^Cpiber iW) X L[i)  
i=l 
in 
+Cs£ X Y, KjDi^ + log2KjD){log2KjF)l4 . (7.8) j=i 
Let Cdiff be the cost difference between the cost of a single-fiber wavelength-convertible 
network and the cost of a multifiber network without wavelength conversion. Thus 
C d i f f  ~  C t o t a l —SF Ctotal—MF 
IBI 
= Y.i^Fiber{D)  -Fx Cpiber iW))  X I(i) 
i=l 
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|V| 
+CsE X 51 + log2KjD){log2KjW)lA j=i 
+Z> X C c o n v e r t e r ( ^ • ^ )  
We can divide the total cost difference into two parts: (1) link cost difference, and (2) 
switch cost difference. Let be the link cost difference of a single-fiber wavelength-
convertible network and a multifiber network without wavelength conversion. Let 
be the switch cost difference of the two networks. Then 
\E\ 
^diff  =  Y.^CFiber{D)  -Fx Cf.wCI'K) )  X L(i)  , (7.10) 
1=1 
and 
|V| 
= CsE X ^ f \ jD{'3  + log2hj  D){ log2hjW)l4  + D X Cconverter{D)  .  (7.11) 
i=i 
Then the cost difference between a single-fiber wavelength-convertible network and 
a multifiber network, Cdiff, becomes 
C d i f f  = C'i// + Q,// - ("-i^) 
We can clearly see the tradeoff of using multiple fibers per link or wavelength converters 
in an optical switch to improve the network performance from Eqs 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12. 
Since the cost of a single-fiber link is usually less than the cost of a multifiber link with a 
unit length, i.e., CpiberiD) < Fx Cpiberi^V)-, we know from Eq. 7.10 that < 0. Eq. 
7.11 shows that > 0, that is, the switch of a single-fiber wavelength-convertible 
network costs more than that in a multifiber WDM network. 
To compute the cost difference numerically, we need to unify the cost factors. In Eq. 
7.10, we choose Cpiber i^V)  as a base cost unit .  Let 71 be the cost ratio of a fiber with D 
wavelengths to a fiber with W wavelengths, that is, 
_ CpiberiD) r? 
Eq. 7.10 becomes 
Qi 1^1 
= (7.14) 
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Similarly, in Eq. 7.11 we choose Cconverttr[D) as a base cost unit. Let 72 be the cost 
ratio of a switch element to a wavelength converter, that is, 
72 = c 
^converter  \  ^  / 
Eq. 7.11 becomes 
„ = 0(72 E /''iff + lomKjDWog.,K,W)l4 + 1) . (7.16) 
^ converter\^] j—[ 
The total cost difference between a single-fiber wavelength-convertible network and 
a multifiber network, Cdi// in Eq. (7.12), becomes 
|B| 
Cji,, = cpiuAmYiiT - f) 
i=l 
+Cconv.r ter{D)Dh2 Ai(3 + loQ^h)DUlog^KjW)/4  + I) . (7.17) j=l 
7.3 Numerical Results 
The blocking performance of the NSFnet shown in Figure 2.11 has been extensively 
studied in the previous chapters. We study the cost issue of the NSFnet in this section. 
We show the tradeoff of using multiple fibers per link to reduce the switch cost but 
increase the link cost and using wavelength converters to reduce the fiber cost but 
increase the switch cost. 
The NSFnet consists of 14 nodes and 21 links, i.e., |K| = 14 and l^l = 21. The 
length of each link, Z,(i), i = 1,..., 21, is shown in Table 7.1. The link-length information 
obtained from [68] shows the driving distance between two states. We eissume here that 
the driving distance is the route length between two nodes in the NSFnet network. 
In the numerical calculation, we assume that the link capacity is fixed at 24, i.e., 
D = 24. In the multifiber configuration of the NSFnst we studied, we fix the number 
of fibers per link at 4, i.e., F = 4, and correspondingly the number of wavelengths per 
fiber is W = 6. We also assume that the cost ratio of a fiber with 24 wavelengths to 
a fiber with 6 wavelengths, 71 = 2. From Eq. (7.14) we know the link cost difference 
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Table 7.1 Link lengths in the NSFnet 
Link Length (in miles) Link Length (in miles) 
NY - MD 375 NY - PA 286 
NY - MI 643 NJ - MD 160 
NJ - MI 860 NJ - PA 235 
MD - TX 1603 PA - GA 883 
PA - IL 710 MI - UT 1788 
IL - NE 678 NE - CO 428 
GA - TX 111 CO - UT 475 
CO - TX 813 TX - CA2 1565 
CA2 - CAl 345 CA2 - WA 986 
WA - IL 2031 UT - CAl 775 
between a single-fiber wavelength-convertible NSFnet network and a multifiber NSFnet 
network becomes 
C'in, = Cra„(IV)f;(-2)t(i) 
1 = 1 
= CpiUriW) X (-2) X 16750 
= -33500CF.-6er(l^) . (7.1S) 
Figure 2.11 shows that among the 24 nodes in the NSFnet, 10 nodes have in­
put/output degrees Kj = 3, 2 nodes have Kj = 4, and 2 nodes have Kj = 2. We 
assume that the cost ratio of a switch element to a wavelength converter, 72 = 0.01. 
Thus the switch cost difference in Eq. (7.16) becomes 
Chji = a„„„erter(/>)x 24(0.01(30(3 + /0fir272)(/052l8) 
+4(3 + /o^248)(%2l2) 
+8(3 + W296)(W224)/4 + 1) 
= Cconvtrttr{D) X 93.6 . (7.19) 
The overall cost diflference between a single-fiber wavelength-convertible NSFnet net­
work and a 4-fiber non-wavelength-convertible NSFnet network with 6 wavelengths on 
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each fiber becomes 
Cdi f f  ~  Cto ta l—SF C  to ta l—MF 
= -33500CFi6er(VV') + Ceon.erier(£>) X 93.6 (7.20) 
The cost of a unit-length fiber with W wavelengths on it, Cpiber i^V) ,  and the cost 
of a wavelength converter, CconverteriD), depend on many factors, e.g., the technologies 
used in the wavelength conversion and optical amplifiers, and the types of used fibers 
which may or may not require dispersion compensation. The cost may vary significantly 
in different cases [66, 67]. The values of overall cost difference Cdi// with different 
Cpiberi^) and Cconverter{D) are listed in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2 The values of overall cost diflFerence with different parameters 
C Fiber  {6 )  C'conuerter (24) Cdi  IJ  
2 800 7880 
4 1000 -40400 
1 500 13300 
Let 73 be the ratio of the cost of a 1^'-wavelength fiber with unit length to the cost 
of a wavelength converter, i.e., 
CFi ter jW)  
(^converter{D) 
We know from Eq. (7.20) that the overall cost difference between the two network 
configurations is zero if 73 = 358. Thus the multifiber network (F=4,W=6) has the 
same cost as the single-fiber wavelength-convertible network if the cost of a wavelength 
converter is 357 times more than that of a unit-length fiber with 6 wavelengths on 
it. New technologies of installing fibers in metropolitan-ajea networks and local-area 
networks have been developed to reduce the fiber cost [66]. In these networks, optical 
amplifiers may not be required because of the short distance between any two nodes. 
Therefore the fiber cost may not play a significant role in the overall network cost in 
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metropolitan-area networks and local-axea networks. However, the technologies of all-
optical networking have not been mature yet. The cost of wavelength converters is likely 
to remain high in the near future. Thus multifiber networks is a cost-effective solution 
in metropolitan-area networks or local-area networks with current technology. 
7.4 Conclusions 
We develop a parametric system cost model for all-optical WDM networks in this 
chapter. The model can be applied to both single-fiber and multifiber networks. It is 
also applicable to both wavelength-convertible and non-wavelength-convertible networks. 
The tradeoff of using multiple fibers to reduce the switch cost but increase the fiber cost 
and using wavelength converters to reduce the fiber cost but increase the switch cost 
has been clearly observed from the cost model and the numerical results. By comparing 
the cost of different network configurations, we show that a multifiber network is a 
cost-effective solution with current technology. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
WDM technology has revolutionized wide-area networks (WAN) by enabling huge 
increase in the capacity of a single fiber. Wavelength-routed all-optical networks cost-
effectively improve the scalability, flexibility, and reliability of not only backbone net­
works, but also metropolitan-area networks (MAN) and local-access networks (LAN). In 
all-optical WDM networks, routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithms play 
a key role in conquering the wavelength continuity constraint. The primary focus of this 
dissertation is to develop dynamic routing algorithms and study the impacts of dynamic 
routing on the performance of WDM networks. 
In WDM networks, multiple paths may exist for each source-destination (s-d) pair. 
Dynamic routing algorithms select a route to establish a connection according to the 
current network status. We developed new dynamic routing algorithms, fi.xed-path least-
congestion (FPLC) routing and routing using neighborhood information, in Chapter 2. 
In the FPLC, the number of paths for each s-d pair is preselected and fixed. The 
least-congested path is chosen to set up a connection. We developed analytical models 
for Poisson traffic to evaluate the blocking probability of WDM networks with FPLC 
routing. Our analytical model takes the important effects of link-load correlation into 
account. Numerical results show that the fixed-paths least-congestion routing with the 
first-fit wavelength assignment method significantly improves network performance com­
pared to the alternate-paths routing cind shortest-path routing algorithms. The reason 
of the improvement is that more wavelengths are left free on a network when the FPLC 
with the first-fit wavelength assignment method is used. However, the FPLC routing 
algorithm still has higher setup delay and higher control overhead. The neighborhood-
I l l  
information-based routing algorithm is employed as a trade-off between network perfor­
mance in terms of blocking probability versus setup delay and control overhead when 
using dynamic routing aJgorithms. It is shown that the routing using neighborhood 
information method achieves good performance when compzired to static routing ap­
proaches. 1-neighborhood information is sufficient to ensure network performance in a 
4x4 mesh-torus network and in the NSF Tl backbone network. 
The blocking performance of WDM networks caji be significantly improved by using 
dynamic routing algorithms. The algorithms we developed in Chapter 2 can be used 
in networks with or without wavelength conversion. However, the performance gap 
still exists between the networks without wavelength conversion and the networks with 
wavelength converters at every node. Since the cost of an all-optical wavelength converter 
is likely to remain high in the near future, sparse-wavelength-convertible networks, in 
which only a few nodes having wavelength conversion capability, becomes a cost-effective 
solution. An interesting problem in such networks is how to place a small number of 
converters so that the network performance is optimized. We considered the optimal 
converter placement problem for a given number of converters on a path topology in 
Chapter 3. We first proposed and proved that optimal placement considering end-to-
end calls are obtained when the segments on a path have equal success probability. 
Then the theory was used to achieve optimal converter placement using both the link-
load independence model and the link-load correlation model. Three implementation 
algorithms with linear complexity were introduced. 
Different technologies of converting one wavelength to another wavelength have been 
demonstrated in laboratories. However, none of them is currently available in the market 
yet. The cost of an all-opticaJ wavelength converter is likely to remain high in the 
near future. Multifiber WDM networks are an alternative solutions to conquer the 
wavelength continuity constraint. In multifiber WDM networks, each link consists of 
multiple fibers, and each fiber carries information on multiple wavelengths. A wavelength 
that caimot continue on the next hop can be switched to another fiber using an optical 
cross-connect (OXC) if the same wavelength is free on one of the other fibers. We study 
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the effect of multiple fibers in all-optical WDM networks in Chapter 4. To evaluate 
the blocking performajice of such networks, we developed an analytical model with 
the consideration of the link-load correlation. The results show that the analytical 
model is accurate for a variety of network topologies. A multifiber network has similar 
blocking performance as that of a full-wavelength-convertible network, if we select the 
wavelength-fiber-pairs adequately. A limited number of fibers are sufficient to guarantee 
high network performance. 
We continue the investigation of multifiber WDM networks with alternate-path rout­
ing and fixed-path least-congestion routing in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. 
The effects of multiple fibers on the performances of networks with 'different routing and 
wavelength assignment algorithms are studied. The question we attempted to answer in 
these chapters is how many fibers are required to achieve high performance. The mul­
tifiber link-load correlation model is extended to analyze the performance of multifiber 
networks with different routing algorithms. The results show that routing algorithms 
affect the benefits of using multiple fibers on each link in WDM networks. The number 
of fibers required to achieve high performance using alternate-path routing is slightly 
higher than in the fixed-path routing. Even more fibers are required in a multifiber net­
work with fixed-path least-congestion routing to provide similar blocking performance 
to that of a network with full wavelength converters at every node. However, a limited 
number of fibers are still sufficient to guarantee high performance in both alternate-path 
and fixed-path least-congestion routing. 
The research reported in this dissertation can be extended in several different ways. 
The model we presented in Chapter 2 assumed that the traffic arrives at each node 
follows Poisson distribution. However, the Poisson distribution may not model current 
network traffic, especially data traffic, accurately. Non-Poisson traffic has been studied in 
[57] with the assumption of fixed-path routing. More studies are required to understand 
the behavior of networks with Non-Poisson input traffic and using dynamic routing 
algorithms. We also assumed in Chapter 2 that the traffic arrives at each link is still 
Poisson in the dynamic routing algorithms. This cisstunption is not valid in the strict 
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sense because the path selected to establish a connection is not randomly determined, 
but according to the network status. The accuracy and complexity of the model may 
be further improved if Non-Poisson traffic is used to model the link traffic. 
The efficient algorithms we developed in Chapter 3 can only be used in path or ring 
networks. A. possible direction is to extend the algorithms to new heuristic solutions to 
place wavelength converters in other topologies. 
Using multiple fibers on each link to conquer the wavelength continuity constraint is a 
new concept in the literature. A precise and comprehensive network cost model would be 
useful to determine if multifiber networks are preferable to the networks with wavelength 
conversion. We have evaluated the network performance using random and first-fit 
wavelength assignment and different routing algorithms. More sophisticated wavelength 
assignment algorithms should also be investigated in multifiber WDM network in the 
future. 
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APPENDIX 
The following is a proof of lemma 1 in Chapter 3: 
Proof: Let Zi = C, where C is a constant. Let g{zi) = 1 — (1 — We 
show below that = C I { K  + 1), i  =  1,2,..., A' + 1 is an optimal vector to maximize 
G{Z). To prove this, we need to show that 
(A' + l)lns(rr')> 
i=l 
where is an element of the optimal vector and ;,'s are the elements of a feasible 
vector. Since s, is in a convex set, we need to show that ln(7(r) is a concave function of 
t h e  c o n t i n u o u s  v a r i a b l e  6  [ — o o , 0 ] .  L e t  H { z )  =  I n ^ f ( r ) .  T h e  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e  o f  H { z )  
9'( ' )  
Evaluating g { z ) ,  g ' { z ) ,  and g " { z )  and substituting in the above equation, we obtain 
- ft-- - (1 -
"= 7U) • 
Note that for every —oo < ^ < 0 and F  >  1, (Fe~ + (1 — e*)^) is a non-decreasing 
function of r and is lower bounded by 1. Since the remaining factors are all positive, 
H"(z) < 0. • 
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